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ABSTRACT
The gas dynamics of protoplanetary disks (PPDs) is largely controlled by non-ideal magnetohydro-
dynamic (MHD) effects including Ohmic resistivity, the Hall effect and ambipolar diffusion. Among
these the role of the Hall effect is the least explored and most poorly understood. In this series,
we have included, for the first time, all three non-ideal MHD effects in a self-consistent manner to
investigate the role of the Hall effect on PPD gas dynamics using local shearing-box simulations. In
this first paper, we focus on the inner region of PPDs, where previous studies (Bai & Stone 2013, Bai,
2013) excluding the Hall effect have revealed that the inner disk up to ∼ 10 AU is largely laminar,
with accretion driven by a magnetocentrifugal wind. We confirm this basic picture and show that the
Hall effect introduces modest modifications to the wind solutions, depending on the polarity of the
large-scale poloidal magnetic field B0 threading the disk. When B0 ·Ω > 0, the horizontal magnetic
field is strongly amplified toward the disk interior, leading to a stronger disk wind (by ∼ 50% or less
in terms of the wind-driven accretion rate). The enhanced horizontal field also leads to much stronger
large-scale Maxwell stress (magnetic braking) that contributes to a considerable fraction of the wind-
driven accretion rate. When B0 · Ω < 0, horizontal magnetic field is reduced, leading to a weaker
disk wind (by . 20%) and negligible magnetic braking. Moreover, we find that when B0 ·Ω > 0, the
laminar region extends farther to ∼ 15 AU before the magneto-rotational instability sets in, while for
B0 ·Ω < 0, the laminar region extends only to ∼ 3 AU for a typical accretion rate of ∼ 10−8−10−7M⊙
yr−1. Scaling relations for the wind properties, especially the wind-driven accretion rate, are provided
for aligned and anti-aligned field geometries. Issues with the symmetry of the wind solutions and
grain abundance are also discussed.
Subject headings: magnetohydrodynamics— instabilities — methods: numerical — planetary systems:
protoplanetary disks — turbulence
1. INTRODUCTION
The gas dynamics in protoplanetary disks (PPDs)
plays a crucial role in essentially every aspect of planet
formation. This is mainly because small dust grains are
coupled with the gas aerodynamically, while large solids
are coupled with the gas gravitationally. The global
structure of the disk, as well as the level of turbulence
are of particular importance. For example, the trans-
port and growth of dust grains are sensitive to both
the radial pressure gradient and turbulence in PPDs
(e.g., Garaud 2007; Birnstiel et al. 2012; Pinilla et al.
2012; Hughes & Armitage 2012), the formation of plan-
etesimals via collective effects such as streaming and
gravitational instabilities likely favors regions with small
radial pressure gradient and low levels of turbulence
(e.g. Johansen et al. 2009; Bai & Stone 2010a,b; Youdin
2011), dust grains may be trapped in vortices due to
the Rossby wave instability at the pressure maxima pro-
duced at inner dead zone edges (e.g., Lovelace et al.
1999; Varnie`re & Tagger 2006; Kretke et al. 2009), the
growth of planetesimals into planetary cores may be sup-
pressed when turbulence is strong which will gravita-
tionally excite their eccentricities, leading to destruc-
tive collisions (e.g., Ida et al. 2008; Nelson & Gressel
2010; Yang et al. 2012; Ormel & Okuzumi 2013), and
xbai@cfa.harvard.edu
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the migration of low to high mass planets, as well as
gas accretion onto planetary cores, are all sensitive to
the radial disk structure as well as the local micro-
physics (e.g., Paardekooper et al. 2011; Kretke & Lin
2012; Kley & Nelson 2012; Gressel et al. 2013).
The global structure of a PPD is mainly shaped by
the process of angular momentum transport, and the
underlying mechanism largely dictates the level of tur-
bulence in the disk. Therefore, the key to understand-
ing the gas dynamics of PPDs lies in determining the
mechanism of angular momentum transport, which is
most likely magnetic in nature (see the most recent re-
view by Turner et al. 2014). The most important con-
straint on such mechanisms comes from the fact that
PPDs are actively accreting, with typical accretion rates
of 10−8±1M⊙ yr−1 (Hartmann et al. 1998) over the
lifetime of about 1-10 Myrs (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2006;
Ribas et al. 2013), indicating efficient angular momen-
tum transport must take place in the entire disk.
Two leading mechanisms to transport angular momen-
tum in accretion disks include the magnetorotational in-
stability (MRI, Balbus & Hawley 1991) and the mag-
netocentrifugal wind (MCW, Blandford & Payne 1982).
The former generates strong turbulence, which trans-
ports angular momentum radially outward within the
disk as a viscous process (e.g., Shakura & Sunyaev 1973),
while the latter extracts angular momentum from the
disk vertically, which is then carried array by the wind.
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The details about whether and how these mechanisms
operate in PPDs largely depend on how gas and mag-
netic field are coupled within the disk, as well as the
geometry of the magnetic field.
Fully ionized gas can generally be well described by
ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) where the gas and
magnetic field are perfectly coupled with infinite con-
ductivity. In contrast, the extremely weakly ionized gas
present in PPDs is subject to three non-ideal MHD ef-
fects: Ohmic resistivity, the Hall effect, and ambipolar
diffusion (AD). These effects weaken the coupling be-
tween gas and magnetic fields in different ways, leading
to a reduced level of the MRI turbulence or even fully
suppressing the MRI (Fleming et al. 2000; Sano & Stone
2002b; Bai & Stone 2011). They also strongly affect the
launching process of the MCW (Wardle & Koenigl 1993;
Ko¨nigl et al. 2010; Salmeron et al. 2011).
Calculations of ionization-recombination chemistry to
infer the level of ionization in PPDs demonstrate that
all three non-ideal MHD effects are relevant and impor-
tant in PPDs (Wardle 2007; Bai 2011a). In particular,
Ohmic resistivity dominates in high densities with weak
magnetic field, applicable to the midplane region of the
inner disk (. 10AU). AD dominates in low density re-
gions with strong magnetic field, applicable to the sur-
face region of the inner disk, as well as the bulk of the
outer disk (& 30AU). The Hall-dominated regime lies in
between, which covers a large fraction of PPDs, particu-
larly the planet-forming regions.
The role of Ohmic resistivity has been the major
focus for most works in the literature, and has lead
to the standard picture of layered accretion (Gammie
1996), followed by nearly two decades of further devel-
opments from linear theory (Jin 1996; Sano & Miyama
1999; Sano et al. 2000) to numerical simulations with in-
creasing level of complexity (e.g., Fleming & Stone 2003;
Turner & Sano 2008; Hirose & Turner 2011). These
works have firmly established that the MRI does not
operate in the midplane region of the inner disk (. 10
AU) due to excessively large resistivity. This region is
termed the dead zone. Since Ohmic resistivity is com-
pletely negligible at the disk surface, the surface region
is fully MRI turbulent and is termed as the active layer.
The dead zone also has an inner edge (< 1 AU) within
which the MRI is activated due to thermal ionization of
Alkali species (Fromang et al. 2002; Kretke et al. 2009;
Latter & Balbus 2012).
Ambipolar diffusion (AD) is the second non-
ideal MHD effect that receives considerable atten-
tion (Blaes & Balbus 1994; Kunz & Balbus 2004; Desch
2004). Non-linear simulations of the MRI with AD
(Bai & Stone 2011, in the “strong-coupling” limit ap-
plicable to weakly ionized gas) showed that in the AD-
dominated regime, the MRI operates only when the
magnetic field is sufficiently weak with reduced level
of turbulence. This finding led Bai (2011a,b) and
Perez-Becker & Chiang (2011b,a) to conclude that MRI
is insufficient to drive rapid accretion at the observed rate
of 10−8M⊙ yr−1 by at least one order of magnitude, at
least in the inner disk.
Recently, it has been demonstrated that when both
Ohmic resistivity and AD are taken into account with
a self-consistent treatment of ionization-recombination
chemistry, MRI is either extremely inefficient or com-
pletely suppressed (depending on magnetic field geome-
try) in the inner region of PPDs (Bai & Stone 2013b; Bai
2013). While this result seems surprising, it is consistent
with theoretical expectations, because the conventional
“active layer” is AD dominated, and AD at the disk sur-
face is strong enough to suppress the MRI. Without the
MRI, accretion is found to be efficiently driven by the
MCW, and the desired rate of 10−8M⊙ yr−1 can be eas-
ily achieved when the disk is threaded by some weak net
vertical magnetic field. Toward the outer disk where AD
is expected to be the sole dominant non-ideal MHD ef-
fect, MRI is able to operate; but to achieve sufficient
accretion rate, again net vertical magnetic flux is essen-
tial (Simon et al. 2013b,a). These results are pointing to
a paradigm shift in our understanding of the gas dynam-
ics in PPDs, highlighting the importance of MCW and
external magnetic field.
The Hall effect is the last non-ideal MHD effect yet
to be included in self-consistent models of PPDs. It
has been shown to strongly affect the the linear proper-
ties of the MRI (Wardle 1999; Balbus & Terquem 2001;
Wardle & Salmeron 2012). Non-linear simulations which
included both Ohmic resistivity and the Hall effect indi-
cated that the Hall term changes the saturation level of
the MRI (Sano & Stone 2002a,b). More recent simula-
tions by Kunz & Lesur (2013) showed that when the Hall
term is sufficiently strong, the system transitions into
a “low transport state” characterized by a strong zonal
field without transporting angular momentum. These
non-linear simulations highlight the potentially dramatic
effect of the Hall term, and raise concerns about the ne-
glect of the Hall effect in most previous studies.
The Hall effect also affects the wind launching process
hence the properties of the magnetic wind, as studied in
detail in Ko¨nigl et al. (2010) and Salmeron et al. (2011),
who extend the early work of Wardle & Koenigl (1993).
These authors identified the wind launching criteria in
the presence of all three non-ideal MHD effects sepa-
rated in different regimes and presented representative
wind solutions. These works provided an important the-
oretical framework for the general behavior of the wind
solution. Their primary limitations are unrealistic as-
sumptions of constant Elsasser numbers (of order unity)
and strong vertical magnetic field (near equipartition at
the midplane).
A special consequence of the Hall effect is that it makes
the gas dynamics depend on magnetic polarity: revers-
ing the magnetic field would violate the original dy-
namical equations and hence a different configuration
is required. Since the Hall effect is prominent over a
wide range of disk radii, the gas dynamics of PPDs is
largely Hall-controlled, and one expects it to bifurcate
into two branches with different field configurations and
flow properties depending on the polarity of the external
magnetic field.
This paper, together with the companion paper, rep-
resent the first effort to explore the role of the Hall ef-
fect in PPDs using non-linear MHD simulations with a
self-consistent treatment of the ionization-recombination
chemistry. They serve as an extension of the recent work
by Bai & Stone (2013b) and Bai (2013) by further in-
cluding the Hall effect. In this first paper, we focus on
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the inner part of the disk (R . 10 AU) where MRI is
expected to be suppressed over the entire vertical extent
of the disk. We show that the conclusion that the MRI is
suppressed with MCW-driven accretion still holds, while
the property of the MCW is different and depends on the
polarity of the external large-scale magnetic field. We are
aware of the work of Lesur et al. (2014), submitted the
same time as the present paper, who emphasize mag-
netic field amplification and enhanced magnetic braking
due to the Hall effect. Our results are consistent with
theirs, while there are a number of differences which will
be briefly discussed. In the companion paper, we focus
on the outer region of PPDs and address how the behav-
ior of the MRI is affected by the Hall effect.
This paper is organized as follows. Given the increas-
ing level of complexity compared with previous works,
especially involving the full non-ideal MHD physics, we
devote Section 2 to background information intended to
guide the readers through the formulation and the role
played by individual non-ideal MHD effects, highlighting
the new features introduced by the Hall term. Section 3
describes the methodology of our numerical simulations
as well as the simulation runs. In Section 4, we focus
on a particular set of simulations with fiducial parame-
ters and discuss how the Hall effect modifies the original
wind solution obtained by Bai & Stone (2013b) and the
properties of the new wind solutions. We then extend
the results with a much broader range of parameters in
Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss the implications of our
findings and conclude.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Disk Model
We plan to study the local gas dynamics of PPDs
across a wide range of disk radii. Since we are in-
terested in short timescales (∼ 100 local orbital time,
compared with the disk lifetime), we adopt a fixed disk
model without worrying about global disk evolution. As
a convention, we use the minimum-mass solar nebular
(MMSN) disk as our standard model, with surface den-
sity and temperature given by (Weidenschilling 1977;
Hayashi 1981)
Σ(R) = 1700R
−3/2
AU g cm
−2 ,
T (R) = 280R
−1/2
AU K .
(1)
where RAU is disk radius measured in AU. We treat
the disk as vertically isothermal, with isothermal sound
speed given by cs = 0.99R
−1/4
AU km s
−1 (mean molecular
weight µ = 2.34mp). While in reality the disk is hotter
at the surface and colder in the midplane due to stellar
irradiation, we are mainly interested in the role played by
magnetic fields which is likely the primary driving force
of disk angular momentum transport, and we leave more
realistic treatment of thermodynamics for future work.
2.2. Formulation
We study the gas dynamics in PPDs using
the standard local shearing-sheet approximation
(Goldreich & Lynden-Bell 1965), where MHD equations
are written in Cartesian coordinates in the corotating
frame at a fiducial radius R with Keplerian frequency
Ω. The radial, azimuthal, and vertical dimensions are
represented by x, y and z coordinates. Background
Keplerian shear u0 = −(3/2)Ωxey is subtracted from
the formulation, with ρ and v denoting gas density and
(background shear subtracted) velocity, respectively.
Including the stellar vertical gravity, the equations read
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρv) + u0 ∂ρ
∂y
= 0 , (2)
∂v
∂t
+ (v · ∇)v + u0 ∂v
∂y
=
− ∇P
ρ
+
J ×B
ρ
− 1
2
Ωvxey + 2Ωvyex − Ω2zez ,
(3)
where B is the magnetic field, whose unit is such that
magnetic permeability is 1, and J = ∇×B is the current
density. We use an isothermal equation of state with
P = ρc2s. In hydrostatic equilibrium, the gas density
profile follows ρ = ρ0 exp (−z2/2H2), where ρ0 is the
midplane gas density, and H ≡ cs/Ω is the disk scale
height.
For very weakly ionized gas as in PPDs, the above
single-fluid equations describe the dynamics for the bulk
of the neutral gas. Note that the neutral gas also feels the
Lorentz force, which is effectively achieved by colliding
with charged particles.
The charged particles contain negligible inertia, and
in the dense environment of PPDs (collision frequency
with the neutrals is much higher than orbital frequency),
their dynamics is fully determined by the balance be-
tween Lorentz force and collisional drag with the neu-
trals. In this so-called “strong coupling” limit, multi-
fluid equations are unnecessary. The motion of charged
particles simply provides the conductivity for the bulk of
the gas, which is generally anisotropic due to the presence
of magnetic field. Reflecting to the induction equation,
such anisotropic conductivity introduces three non-ideal
MHD effects in addition to the normal inductive term
∂B
∂t
= ∇× (v ×B)− 3
2
BxΩey −∇×E′ , (4)
with
E
′ ≡ ηOJ + ηH(J × Bˆ) + ηAJ⊥ , (5)
where E′ is the electric field (in the comoving frame)
due to non-ideal MHD terms, Bˆ denotes the unit vector
along B, subscript “⊥” denotes the vector component
perpendicular to B, and ηO, ηH and ηA are the Ohmic,
Hall and ambipolar diffusivities. The total electric field
is
E = −v ×B +E′ . (6)
The general expression of these diffusivities involve
the abundance of all charged species (Wardle 2007; Bai
2011a), but in the absence of small charged grains, the
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diffusivities can be cast into a particularly simple form2:
ηO =
c2meγeρ
4pie2ne
∝
(
nH
ne
)
,
ηH =
cB
4piene
∝
(
nH
ne
)(
B
ρ
)
,
ηA =
B2
4piγiρρi
∝
(
nH
ne
)(
B
ρ
)2
,
(7)
where nH is the number density of hydrogen nuclei,
γe and γi denote coefficients of momentum transfer
for electron-neutral and ion-neutral collisions (see Bai
2011a), ne is the electron number density and ρi is the
ion mass density. We define ne/nH as the ionization frac-
tion. In this largely grain-free case, the Ohmic resistiv-
ity describes collisions between electrons and neutrals,
the Hall term describes the electron-ion drift ve − vi,
and the AD term describes the ion-neutral drift vi − v.
We further see that the strength of all three effects is
inversely proportional to the ionization fraction ne/nH ,
while their dependence on (B/ρ) reveals that Ohmic re-
sistivity (independent ofB/ρ) dominates in dense regions
with weak magnetic field, AD dominates in sparse re-
gions with strong magnetic field, and the Hall-dominated
regime lies in between.
The importance of these non-ideal MHD effects in
PPDs can be characterized by defining an Elsasser num-
ber for each term
Λ ≡ v
2
A
ηOΩ
, χ ≡ v
2
A
ηHΩ
, Am ≡ v
2
A
ηAΩ
≈ γiρ
Ω
, (8)
where vA =
√
B2/ρ is the Alfve´n velocity. The non-
ideal MHD terms become dynamically important when
any of these Elsasser numbers become much smaller than
1, while the ideal MHD limit applies when they largely
exceed 1. Note that Am is independent of magnetic field
strength, and in the absence of small grains, it corre-
sponds to the number of times a neutral molecule collides
with the ions in a dynamical time (Ω−1).
2.3. Hall Effect and Characteristics
Working with Equation (7) for magnetic diffusivities,
we can first define the Hall frequency as
ωH ≡ eneB
mρc
=
ρi
ρ
ωi , (9)
where ωi = eB/mic is the gyro-frequency of the ions.
Therefore, the Hall frequency is simply the ion gyro-
frequency reduced by the level of ionization. With this
definition, the Hall Elsasser number is simply given by
χ =
ωH
Ω
. (10)
The Hall effect is not dissipative because the Hall elec-
tric field E′H ∝ J × B is perpendicular to J . Instead
of dissipation, the Hall effect breaks the degeneracy be-
tween left and right polarized Alfve´n waves. The left-
handed wave does not propagate beyond ωH , while the
2 Equation (7) is written in Gaussian units, for ease of compar-
ison to standard expressions.
right-handed wave (the whistler wave) has asymptotic
dispersion relation ω ∝ k2 at ω ≫ ωH (see Appendix B
and Equation (B2)). We see that the Hall effect is im-
portant on timescales comparable to or shorter than ω−1H ,
where the whistler wave physics comes into play. Since
the gas dynamics in PPDs is characterized by dynami-
cal timescale Ω−1, the Elsasser number characterizes the
importance of the Hall term well.
Unlike Ohmic resistivity and AD, the effect of the
Hall term depends on magnetic polarity. In the induc-
tion equation (4), if one reverses the magnetic field, the
Hall term does not change sign while all other terms do.
Hence, the Hall term breaks the magnetic reversal sym-
metry which holds broadly in ideal/resistive/AD MHD3.
In PPDs, this means that the gas dynamics is expected
to be different when the external magnetic field is aligned
or anti-aligned with Ω. For our choice, the aligned and
anti-aligned cases correspond to background net vertical
field Bz0 > 0 and Bz0 < 0 in shearing-box simulations.
2.4. MRI Suppression and Disk Wind Launching
The focus of this paper is the inner region of PPDs,
where we expect the MRI to be suppressed and a disk
wind to launch. The two facts are closely related, and
depend on the amount of external vertical magnetic flux
threading the disk. This net vertical field Bz0 is charac-
terized by the parameter β0
β0 ≡ Pg,mid
PB0
=
ρ0c
2
s
B2z0/2
. (11)
Here we use subscript ‘0’ to specifically denote the back-
ground values. The plasma β defined using total field
strength can be much smaller.
In the ideal MHD limit, the MRI operates efficiently
for β0 & 100, where stronger net field gives stronger tur-
bulence (Bai & Stone 2013a). Further increasing the net
vertical flux would stabilize the MRI, which is not ex-
pected to operate for β0 . 10 (e.g., Latter et al. 2010;
Lesur et al. 2013). Non-ideal MHD effects modify the
properties of the MRI in different ways, as summarized in
Section 1. In the inner region of PPDs (. 10 AU), it was
found that the threshold for MRI suppression switches to
much weaker field β0 ∼ 105−6 (Bai & Stone 2013b; Bai
2013). This is because of the excessively large resistivity
around the disk midplane, and strong AD at the disk
surface.
From local shearing-box simulations of the MRI,
it was found that the presence of net vertical mag-
netic field always leads to launching of a disk outflow
(e.g., Suzuki & Inutsuka 2009; Okuzumi & Hirose 2011;
Fromang et al. 2013; Bai & Stone 2013a). The outflow is
magnetocentrifugal in nature (Blandford & Payne 1982),
but it is unclear whether it connects to a global magneto-
centrifugal wind mainly because of the MRI dynamo ac-
tivities and symmetry issues (Bai & Stone 2013a). Most
recent global MRI simulations are still inconclusive on
3 In the shearing-sheet approximation, a steady-state wind so-
lution is always invariant under the transformation Bh → −Bh,
v
′
h
→ −v′
h
, where subscript ‘h’ denotes the horizontal component.
Without the Hall term, the wind solution is also invariant under
Bz → −Bz , v′h → −v
′
h
.
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the fate of such a disk outflow due to limited vertical do-
main size and other numerical issues (Suzuki & Inutsuka
2014).
Launching of a steady disk wind generally requires
the presence of strong net vertical field with β0 ∼ 1
(e.g., Wardle & Koenigl 1993; Ferreira & Pelletier 1995),
which is also found to be the case from local steady
state wind solutions that include all non-ideal MHD ef-
fects (Ko¨nigl et al. 2010; Salmeron et al. 2011). How-
ever, these conditions are all derived by assuming con-
stant magnetic diffusivities or constant Elsasser numbers
and the wind is essentially launched from the disk in-
terior. More appropriately, launching of a disk wind
only requires equipartition field at the wind launching
region (e.g., Li 1996; Wardle 1997). In the inner region
of PPDs, the disk interior is essentially decoupled from
the magnetic field due to excessively large Ohmic resis-
tivity, therefore, wind launching is only possible from the
disk surface layer where gas and magnetic fields are bet-
ter coupled. Since equipartition field at the low density
disk surface corresponds to much larger β0, a steady wind
can be naturally launched with β0 ∼ 105 (Bai & Stone
2013b; Bai 2013).
In brief, strong non-ideal MHD effects of Ohmic resis-
tivity and AD in the inner region of PPDs makes the
launching of steady disk winds much easier, and can be
achieved with very weak net vertical field. This is closely
related to the suppression of the MRI discussed earlier
since MRI is the main source that prevents launching a
steady wind.
2.5. Structure and Symmetry of the Wind Solution
The wind solutions presented in this paper extend ear-
lier wind solutions of Bai & Stone (2013b) and Bai (2013)
by including the Hall term, and they share many com-
mon properties. The wind launching process is described
in Figure 6 and Section 4.1 of Bai & Stone (2013b). For
the laminar wind solution, we can divide the disk verti-
cal extent into a disk zone containing the disk midplane
where the azimuthal gas velocity is sub-Keplerian, and
a wind zone at the disk surface where the azimuthal ve-
locity is super-Keplerian. The height at which this tran-
sition occurs, zb, is referred to as the base of the wind
(Wardle & Koenigl 1993).
The wind carries away disk angular momentum, the
rate of which is determined by the zφ component of the
stress tensor Tzφ at the base of the wind zb (Bai & Stone
2013b)
T zbzφ = −BzBy|±zb (12)
Note that only the Maxwell (magnetic) component is in-
volved, because the Reynolds (hydrodynamic) compo-
nent is simply zero at zb by definition. The value of zb is
typically found to be ∼ 4H or higher in the inner disk.
The total rate of angular momentum loss from the disk
is given by the difference of the above stress at the top
and bottom of the disk, ±zb. Since Bz = Bz0 is con-
stant throughout the disk, the desired symmetry for the
wind to extract disk angular momentum is the even-z
symmetry, where
Bx,y(z) = −Bx,y(−z) , vx,y(z) = −vx,y(−z) , (13)
hence the radial field bends to the same direction at the
top and bottom of the disk. Correspondingly, the rate of
wind-driven accretion is given by
M˙V =
8pi
Ω
R|T zbzφ| ≈ 4.1×10−8M⊙ yr−1
( |T zbzφ|
10−4ρ0c2s
)
R
−3/4
AU ,
(14)
where subscript ’V’ represents accretion driven by verti-
cal angular momentum transport, and in the latter esti-
mate, we have adopted the MMSN disk model, with RAU
being disk radius normalized to AU.
In numerical simulations containing both sides of the
disk, it was found that the simulations sometimes gener-
ate solutions with odd-z symmetry (Bx,y(z) = Bx,y(−z),
vx,y(z) = vx,y(−z)), which is unphysical for a disk wind
since it implies that the radial field at the top and bot-
tom bending to opposite directions. This may be due
to limitations of the shearing-box framework, where disk
curvature is ignored, and hence there is no distinction
between inward or outward radial directions. Detailed
discussions can be found in Section 4.4 of Bai & Stone
(2013b), where it was found that with Ohmic resistivity
and AD included, a physical solution can be obtained
and maintained by flipping the horizontal field at one
side of the disk. However, the physical solution does not
strictly obey the even-z symmetry: the flip does not ex-
actly take place at the disk midplane, but at some height
above through a thin layer. This is because the mid-
plane region is too resistive to conduct electric current,
and only in the upper layer (typically at z ∼ 1 − 3H)
can the flip take place where there is marginal coupling
between gas and magnetic field. The thin layer carries
a strong current, and receives the entire Maxwell stress
from the wind. Correspondingly, it possesses large radial
velocities and carries the entire accretion flow.
Despite this issue with the symmetry of the wind so-
lution, it was found that the solution in the wind zone,
in particular, T zbzφ, is independent of such symmetry (see
Section 4.4.1 of Bai & Stone 2013b for details). This is
mainly because zb is typically higher than the location
where horizontal field flips. For this reason, if we are
mainly interested in the properties of the disk wind, it
suffices to enforce the even-z symmetry by simulating
half the disk (z ≥ 0) with reflection boundary condition.
2.6. Radial Transport of Angular Momentum
Besides vertical extraction of angular momentum via
disk wind, angular momentum can be transported radi-
ally outward within the disk, characterized by the Rφ
component of the stress tensor TRφ
TRφ ≡ TReyRφ + TMaxRφ = ρvxv′y −BxBy , (15)
where the overline represents horizontal average. The
Shakura-Sunyaev α is obtained by vertically integrating
TRφ across the disk zone
α ≡
∫ zb
−zb
TRφdz
c2s
∫
ρdz
. (16)
Assuming steady state accretion, the accretion rate re-
sulting from radial angular momentum transport then
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reads
M˙R =
2pi
Ω
αc2sΣ ≈ 0.82× 10−8M⊙yr−1
(
α
10−3
)
R
−1/2
AU ,
(17)
where subscript ‘R’ represents accretion driven by radial
angular momentum transport, and in the second equa-
tion we have adopted the MMSN disk model.
In the case of MRI turbulence, TMaxRφ and T
Rey
Rφ are
typically dominated by contributions from turbulence,
while in MRI inactive regions, substantial Maxwell stress
can be achieved due to large-scale magnetic field −BxBy
(Turner & Sano 2008). Such large-scale field corresponds
to ordered horizontal magnetic field that winds up into
spirals and transports angular momentum outward by
means of magnetic braking. Since we consider pure
laminar wind solutions, radial transport of angular mo-
mentum is almost completely due to magnetic braking
(Bai & Stone 2013b, and Reynolds stress is typically neg-
ligible).
3. SIMULATION SETUP AND PARAMETERS
3.1. Method
We use ATHENA, a higher-order Godunov MHD
code with constrained transport technique to enforce
the divergence-free constraint on the magnetic field
(Gardiner & Stone 2005, 2008; Stone et al. 2008) for all
calculations presented in this paper. Non-ideal MHD
terms including Ohmic resistivity (Davis et al. 2010),
and AD (Bai & Stone 2011) have been developed for
Athena. In this work, we have further implemented
the Hall term, with detailed algorithms described in Ap-
pendix A, and code tests shown in Appendix B. Follow-
ing the formulation in Section 2.2, all our simulations are
carried out using the shearing-box module with orbital
advection (Stone & Gardiner 2010). We use the HLLD
Riemann solver (Miyoshi & Kusano 2005) with third or-
der reconstruction. Outflow vertical boundary condition
is used, where gas density is extrapolated assuming hy-
drostatic equilibrium, zero-gradient is assumed for veloc-
ity and magnetic field except that vz in the ghost zones
is set to zero if the flow is ingoing at the boundary. We
also replenish disk mass to compensate for mass loss, al-
though the mass loss is negligible over the duration of
most simulations. We always adopt natural unit in the
simulations with ρ0 = cs = Ω = 1.
All our simulations are quasi-1D along the disk vertical
dimension to construct laminar wind solutions. They are
quasi-1D because we use a three-dimensional (3D) simu-
lation box with only 4 cells in the horizontal dimensions.
The additional horizontal dimensions were found to be
necessary for our time-dependent simulation to properly
relax to the laminar wind configuration (Bai & Stone
2013b). For most of our runs, the vertical domain covers
half of the disk, extending from z = 0 to z = 8H . Reflec-
tion boundary condition at z = 0 is enforced to achieve
the desired even-z symmetry for physical wind solutions.
We also perform a few simulations with full disk from
z = −8H to 8H to address issues with symmetry and
the strong current layer. In the vertical dimension, we
use a resolution of 24 cells per H , which we find to be
sufficient to properly resolve the wind structure (reduc-
ing this resolution by a factor of 2 yields essentially the
same wind solution).
The magnetic diffusivities ηO, ηH and ηA are ob-
tained self-consistently in the simulations based on a pre-
computed look-up table assuming equilibrium chemistry.
For ηH and ηA, they are given in ηH/B and ηA/B
2 which
are independent of B for the regimes we consider in this
paper (in the absence of abundant small grains). Since
we adopt the MMSN disk model with isothermal equa-
tion of state, the diffusivity table is two-dimensional pro-
viding the diffusivities as a function of density and ion-
ization rate at fixed temperature. The ionization rate
includes contributions from stellar X-ray, cosmic rays
and radioactive decay, are expressed a function of column
density to the disk surface (see Section 3.2 of Bai 2011a),
where fiducially we adopt X-ray luminosity of LX = 10
30
erg s−1 and X-ray temperature of 5 keV4. The procedure
closely follows the description in Bai & Stone (2013b),
with some changes and updates described below.
We have updated our chemical reaction network
with the most recent version of the UMIST database
(McElroy et al. 2013). Reactions are extracted using the
same list of chemical species adopted in our previous
works (Bai & Goodman 2009; Bai 2011a,b; Bai & Stone
2013b; Bai 2013), which originated from the work of
Ilgner & Nelson (2006). The total number of gas-phase
reactions increases from 2083 to 2147. The grain-binding
energy of all species are also updated to new values. We
have tested the new chemical network and found that
for a grain-free calculation, the new network gives ioniza-
tion fractions that are typically slightly smaller compared
with the previous version, but within a factor of 2. Fidu-
cially, we include a single population of dust grains with
size a = 0.1µm and abundance of 10−4 in mass, which is
the same as used in our earlier works (Bai & Stone 2013b;
Bai 2013). While this is by no means realistic, it pro-
vides reasonable and representative amount of total sur-
face area to enhance recombination. It has been shown
that the properties of wind solutions depend very weakly
on the grain abundance (Bai & Stone 2013b), mainly be-
cause the wind is launched from disk upper layers where
ionization fraction ≫ grain abundance.
The disk surface layer is also exposed to far-UV (FUV)
radiation which greatly enhances the level of ionization
(but is not captured in our diffusivity table) so that the
gas behaves in the ideal MHD regime. In our previous
works (Bai & Stone 2013a; Bai 2013), we obtained the
diffusivities in the FUV layer separately by assuming con-
stant ionization fraction of ∼ 10−5− 10−4, and the FUV
layer was assumed to have a penetration depth of 0.01−
0.1 g cm−2 based on the work by Perez-Becker & Chiang
(2011a). Correspondingly, there is a sharp jump of dif-
fusivities across the FUV ionization front (see the lower
left panel of Figure 5 in Bai & Stone 2013b). More self-
consistent X-ray and UV radiative-transfer calculations
(e.g., Walsh et al. 2010, 2012) showed that the ionization
fraction increases smoothly from midplane to surface.
To avoid unrealistically sharp transitions, we empirically
treat the FUV ionization as another independent ioniza-
4 The X-ray ionization rate calculations have been updated re-
cently by Ercolano & Glassgold (2013) who found results consis-
tent with previous calculations of Igea & Glassgold (1999) which
we adopt.
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Fig. 1.— Time evolution of the magnetic field profile Bx (upper panels) and By (lower panels) around the time the Hall effect is turned
on at t = 480Ω−1. Left and right panels correspond to cases with Bz < 0 and Bz > 0 respectively, where we have properly flipped the
magnetic field in the case of Bz < 0 to enable more direct comparison.
tion source, with ionization rate of
ξFUV = 1.0× 10−6R−2AU exp (−Σ/ΣFUV)s−1 . (18)
The ionization is assumed to act on hydrogen and he-
lium in the same way as X-ray and cosmic-rays so that
we can simply use the diffusivity table by extending it to
higher ionization rates. This assumption is by no means
physical (FUV ionization does not act on H or He), but
it works for our purpose, because we simply need a pre-
scription to allow the gas to behave in the ideal MHD
regime in the FUV layer with a smooth transition. The
detailed ionization structure in the FUV layer is unim-
portant. To further validate this choice, we have calcu-
lated the ionization profiles at 1, 10 and 100 AU based on
the above ionization rate at the disk surface, and com-
pared the results with the radiative transfer and chem-
istry calculations of Walsh et al. (2012) with the same
X-ray luminosity and temperature5. We find reasonable
agreement when ΣFUV ≈ 0.005 g cm−2, which will be
the standard value we adopt in this paper.
From our chemistry calculations, the magnetic dif-
fusivities at the disk midplane can become excessively
large, leading to extremely small timesteps from the
Courant condition. Besides using super time-stepping
to handle Ohmic resistivity and AD (see Appendix A),
we further set a diffusivity floor ηflr = 10csH so that
ηO+ηH+ηA ≤ ηflr. If the floor value is reached, the val-
ues of ηO, ηH and ηA are reduced proportionally so as not
to affect their relative importance. We have verified that
this floor value is sufficiently large and the properties of
our wind solutions are independent of ηflr
6.
3.2. Simulation Runs
5 We sincerely acknowledge H. Nomura and C. Walsh for rerun-
ning their calculations with new parameters and providing us the
data for comparison.
6 Increasing the floor value by a factor of 3 has no influence to our
fiducial run R1b5H+, while for our run with full box R1b5H+Full,
the value of αMax is increased by . 15%.
Our simulations mainly have two parameters, namely,
the radial location in the disk R, and the net vertical
magnetic field Bz characterized by β0. For each combi-
nation of the two parameters, we have three simulation
runs. We begin by including only the Ohmic resistivity
and AD, running to t = 480Ω−1 where the system has
fully settled into a laminar configuration. We then turn
on the Hall term and split the simulation into two more
runs: one is continued from the first run, with Bz > 0
(aligned), and for the other we flip all three components
of the magnetic field (anti-aligned), while keeping the
velocities unchanged. These simulations are run for an-
other ∼ 80 orbits to t = 960Ω−1, which is sufficient for
the system to relax to a new wind solution.
Our simulation runs are named as run RxbyH∗, where
x represents disk radius in AU, y = log10 β0, and ∗ can
be 0, ‘+’, ‘−’ denoting initial simulation without the Hall
term (0), continued simulation with Hall term for Bz > 0
(‘+’) and Bz < 0 (‘−’), respectively. For instance, in Sec-
tion 4, we focus on our fiducial runs R1b5H∗, which are
fixed at R = 1AU with β0 = 10
5. We show in Figure
1 the time evolution of horizontal magnetic field pro-
files around the time the Hall effect is turned on. The
steady state profile prior to t = 480Ω−1 belongs to run
R1b5H0, after which the two runs evolve differently due
to different field polarities. In Section 4.2, we also per-
form simulations with full vertical domain to address the
symmetry issues, named as R1b5H∗Full. These runs and
results and listed in Table 1.
In Section 5, we first consider the fiducial runs with
variations in other parameters, also listed in Table 1.
The variations are labeled by attaching additional letters
in front of the standard run names. We consider disk
masses that are 3 and 0.3 times the MMSN disk, labeled
by ‘M3’ and ‘M03’. We also perform runs with grain-free
chemistry, labeled by ‘nogr’. Finally, we vary the X-ray
ionization rate to LX = 10
29 and 1031 ergs s−1, labeled
by ‘X29’ and ‘X31’. In the remainings of Section 5, we
further consider runs with β0 = 10
4 and 106, and R at
8 X.-N. Bai
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Fig. 2.— Vertical profiles of various quantities in the laminar wind solutions from our fiducial simulations (R=1AU, β0 = 105), where
reflection symmetry about the midplane is enforced (for physical wind geometry). Left panels: solution with Bz < 0 (solid lines). Middle
panels: solution without including the Hall effect. Right panels: solution with Bz > 0 (solid line). Top row: gas and magnetic pressure;
second row: three velocity components, where the black dot marks the Alfve´n point; third row: three magnetic field components; bottom
row: Ohmic, Hall and AD Elsasser numbers, as well as the total plasma β. For comparison, we also show the Hall-free solution in dashed
lines in the left and right panels (but only |vx| in the second row to avoid confusion). In all panels, the vertical dash-dotted line marks
the location of the base of the wind z = zb. Velocity and magnetic field components are shown for absolute values. For velocities, all
components are positive in the wind zone, the sign changes every time the curve undergoes a kink in the logarithmic plot. For magnetic
fields, Bx,−By and Bz have the same sign in the wind zone. Note the sign of Bx flips twice in the Bz < 0 simulation.
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0.3, 3, 5, 8 and 15 AU, where all other parameters are
fixed at standard values. The list of these simulation
runs are provided in Table 2.
4. SIMULATION RESULTS: REPRESENTATIVE WIND
SOLUTIONS
We begin by focusing on a fiducial set of simulations
at fixed radius of 1 AU with β0 = 10
5. In Figure 2, from
left to right, we show the general properties of the wind
solutions for runs R1b5H–, R1b5H0 and R1b5H+ respec-
tively. Major diagnostic quantities of these solutions are
provided in Table 1. The rest of this section is devoted
to discussing the properties of these solutions.
4.1. Relaxation to New Wind Solutions
We start from the middle panels of Figure 2 for run
R1b5H0, where the Hall term was not included. The so-
lution closely resembles the fiducial solution in our pre-
vious work Bai & Stone (2013b) (see their Figures 5, 11
for solutions with odd and even symmetries), except that
the Elsasser numbers in this work increase smoothly to
the surface FUV layer as a result of the new procedure
adopted in this work. While the depth of the FUV layer
is uncertain, such smooth transition is likely more real-
istic.
Solutions including the Hall effect (R1b5H±) are
shown in the left and right panels of Figure 2. We see
that the main effect is that the horizontal magnetic field
is strongly amplified when Bz > 0, while the field is
largely reduced when Bz < 0. The amplification and
reduction mainly result from the Hall-dominated region
at z ∼ 2 − 3H . Moreover, for Bz < 0, the sign of Bx
reverses in the Hall-dominated region so that it has the
same sign as By. In our time-dependent simulations, re-
laxation from the original solution R1b5H0 to the new
solutions R1b5H± is very rapid, as we see in Figure 1.
The initial evolution of Bx takes less than an orbit, with
a few more orbits to fully relax to the final configuration.
These features can be understood by looking at the
induction equation. With the addition of the Hall term,
the immediate evolution of magnetic field follows
∂Bx
∂t
= ηHz
∂2
∂z2
By , (19)
∂By
∂t
= −ηHz ∂
2
∂z2
Bx − 3
2
Ω∆Bx , (20)
where ηHz ∝ Bz is the Hall diffusivity based on vertical
magnetic field, assumed to be constant to facilitate the
analysis, and ∆Bx represents changes in Bx to account
for additional shear conversion of Bx to −By.
The first equation (19) describes the generation of ra-
dial field due to the Hall effect. The underlying physics is
best understood from the grain-free expression of ηH in
Equation (7): Vertical gradient of toroidal field provides
radial current ∂By/∂z = −Jx ∝ ve,x − vi,x, correspond-
ing to radial drift of electrons relative to the ions. In
the Hall dominated regime, the ions are coupled to the
neutrals vi,x ∼ vx, while magnetic field is frozen to the
electrons. The second z-derivative then descries conver-
sion of vertical field into radial fields due to vertical shear
of electron motion. Depending on the sign of Bz (hence
ηHz), the result is that the original radial field can be
amplified (Bz > 0) or reduced (Bz < 0) once the Hall
term is turned on, as we see in Figure 2.
The second equation (20) provides positive feedback to
field evolution due to shear. ForBz > 0, shear conversion
from ∆Bx amplifies the toroidal field (and in general its
second derivative), which promotes additional amplifica-
tion of the radial field via (19), leading to runaway. This
is closely related to the Hall-shear instability of Kunz
(2008), as also pointed out in Lesur et al. (2014). We
see from Figure 2 that the radial field Bx is substantially
stronger than the Hall-free case throughout the disk in-
terior. Similarly, the toroidal field also becomes much
stronger than the Hall-free case. The field amplification
process is eventually saturated due to damping by Ohmic
resistivity and AD, as well as advection of magnetic field
by disk outflow.
The opposite applies when Bz < 0. The Hall effect and
shear act destructively to the Hall-free field configuration
and both radial and toroidal magnetic fields are reduced.
In particular, we see from the left panels of Figure 2 that
the radial field even changes sign around z = 3H due to
the Hall effect, hence Bx and By have the same sign (but
small amplitude) around this region, giving a negative
Maxwell stress. While shear conversion tends to reverse
the sign of By as well, this does not occur due to AD.
4.2. Issues with Symmetry
While we have enforced reflection symmetry across the
disk midplane to guarantee that the wind solutions have
physical geometry, it remains to clarify to what extent
this assumption can be justified. In particular, in the
case of Bz > 0, this treatment forces Bx and By to
zero at the midplane, which works against magnetic field
amplification. To this end, we perform a set of addi-
tional simulations containing the full disk with fiducial
parameters (1AU, β0 = 10
5 with two polarities), named
R1b5H∗Full.
In these simulations, we follow a similar procedure by
starting with a Hall-free run to t = 480Ω−1, and then
turn on the Hall effect for the two polarities. The Hall-
free run saturates into the odd-z symmetry solution (un-
physical for the wind), where the horizontal magnetic
field maximizes at the midplane. After turning on the
Hall effect, the same symmetry remains, which we run
to time t = 600Ω−1 for full relaxation. At this time, we
manually flip the horizontal magnetic field and velocity
field at all cells with z < 0 to achieve the physical even-z
symmetry. We then continue to run the simulations to
t = 1080Ω−1 and focus on how the system relaxes. We
call these two continued runs R1b5H±Full. For compar-
ison, we also apply the flip to the Hall-free simulation,
which is named as R1b5H0Full.
In Figure 3, we show the time evolution of the toroidal
field profiles from these the runs after the flip (we set
t′ = 0 at the time of flip). In the Hall-free case, we see
that the system maintains the even-z symmetry state for
a few orbits, while asymmetry slowly develops and the
midplane toroidal field is gradually amplified with a sin-
gle sign. Nevertheless, the magnetic field configuration
in the wind zone (surface layer) remains unchanged, and
the system eventually relaxes to the physical wind solu-
tion with a strong current layer offset from disk midplane
at z ∼ 3H , as highlighted in Bai & Stone (2013b).
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Fig. 3.— Time evolution of the magnetic field profile By in our full-disk simulations R1b5H∗Full after a manual flip is performed to
achieve even-z symmetry (see Section 4.2). The top, middle bottom panels correspond to Bz > 0, Hall-free and Bz < 0 cases.
4.2.1. The Bz > 0 Case
With the Hall effect, and when Bz > 0, we see that the
initial evolution of the system is similar to the Hall-free
case, but in 10 orbits, the midplane field gets rapidly am-
plified (as a result of the Hall-shear instability), and the
horizontal field flips back to arrive at the odd-z symmetry
solution. There is a transient phase (around t′ ∼ 60Ω−1)
where the field configuration remains physical for a disk
wind and contains a strong current layer at z ∼ −2H ,
but the field amplification is so rapid that a unidirec-
tional toroidal field quickly overwhelms and spreads into
the entire disk. Overall, it appears that with strong
field amplification due to the Hall-shear instability, the
even-z symmetry solution is difficult to be maintained in
shearing-box without manually enforcing the symmetry
at the midplane7. In addition, achieving a physical wind
solution with a strong current layer offset from the mid-
plane appears difficult as well. This point was also raised
in Lesur et al. (2014) based on their simulations.
The above fact poses serious concerns about the phys-
ical reality of the system at ∼ 1 AU: one either achieves
the odd-z symmetry solution with unphysical wind ge-
ometry, or achieves the more physical even-z symmetry
solution by unrealistically restricting the field geometry.
This apparent dilemma may reflect the limitations of the
7 However, this can be achieved at outer disk radii, as we will
demonstrate in the forthcoming paper with an example at 5 AU.
shearing-box framework, and global simulations will be
the key to resolving these issues. While we choose to re-
strict the symmetry in our simulations for most of this
work, readers should bare in mind the potential caveats.
4.2.2. The Bz < 0 Case
When Bz < 0, on the other hand, we see from the
bottom panel of Figure 3 that the physical even-z sym-
metry solution we obtained earlier easily survives in the
full-disk simulation. The bottom panel of Figure 4 fur-
ther compares the full-disk solution with our previous
solution with enforced reflection symmetry. The agree-
ment is almost exact. Therefore, we conclude that for
the Bz < 0 case, a wind solution with physical geome-
try exists naturally, where the horizontal field diminishes
around the midplane region due to the Hall effect and
transitions through zero.
4.3. General Properties of the New Wind Solutions
As introduced in Section 2.5, we separate the wind
solution into a disk zone and a wind zone. They are
divided at z = zb, the base of the wind. Convention-
ally, zb is defined as the point where the azimuthal ve-
locity transitions from sub-Keplerian to super-Keplerian
(Wardle & Koenigl 1993), which is adopted in our previ-
ous studies (i.e., vy = 0 in shearing-box simulations). For
our new wind solutions, we find that this location is well
defined when Bz < 0, as can be seen from the second row
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Fig. 4.— Time evolution of the magnetic field profile By in
our full-disk simulations R1b5H±Full after even-z symmetry is
enforced (see Section 4.2). The top, middle and bottom panels
correspond to Bz > 0, Hall-free and Bz < 0 runs.
of Figure 2, where |vy | shows a clear kink in the logarith-
mic plot at about z = 4.2H . This is only slightly smaller
than zb ≈ 4.3H in the Hall-free run R1b5H0. When
Bz > 0, we see that at about the same location, vy un-
dergoes a minimum but does not reverse sign. Since other
aspects of this solution does not change significantly, we
modify the definition of zb as follows: moving from disk
surface downward, zb is located at where |vy| experiences
a minimum for the first time. This definition maintains
consistency with our Hall-free run R1b5H0. Also, for
run R1b5H+, the Reynolds stress ρvzvy is minimized at
zb and is negligible compared with the Maxwell stress
(−ByBz).
Below we discuss the general properties of the new
wind solutions, focusing on the fiducial (half-disk) runs
R1b5H±. For the Bz > 0 case, we further compare the
wind properties between half and full-disk simulations at
the end of this subsection.
4.3.1. Angular Momentum Transport by Disk Wind
Angular momentum transport by disk wind has been
discussed in Section 2.5. With the physical wind sym-
metry as enforced in our simulations, the wind-driven
accretion rate M˙V is proportional to the wind stress T
zb
zφ,
and can be estimated by Equation (14). Their values are
provided in Table 1. For our fiducial runs R1b5H±, the
wind-driven accretion rates in both magnetic polarities
are well above the desired value of 10−8M⊙ yr−1.
We see that including the Hall term, the wind-driven
accretion rates are modestly increased (reduced) in the
case of Bz > 0 (Bz < 0) compared with the Hall-free run
R1b5H0. Since Tzφ = −ByBz with Bz being constant
in the disk, the modest increase/reduction is directly re-
lated to the amplification/reduction of By discussed in
Section 4.1.
4.3.2. Radial Transport of Angular Momentum
Radial transport of angular momentum via magnetic
braking has been discussed in Section 2.6. In Figure 5
we show the vertical profiles of TMaxRφ from our fiducial
runs. In Table 1 we further list the value of αMax, and
the corresponding M˙R assuming an MMSN disk. We see
that including the Hall term, αMax is substantially en-
hanced (reduced) in the case of Bz > 0 (Bz < 0). For
Bz > 0, the enhancement of T
max
Rφ is greatest in the Hall-
dominated region (z . 3H). This mainly results from
magnetic field amplification as discussed in Section 4.1.
We see from Figure 2 that Bx in this region is ampli-
fied by more than an order of magnitude compared with
the Hall-free case. Together with modestly amplified By,
they both contribute to enhance the total αMax by a fac-
tor of ∼ 8 compared with the Hall-free case. For Bz < 0,
the reduction and reversal of Bx together with reduced
By naturally leads to much smaller α
Max.
The radial transport of angular momentum via mag-
netic braking was mentioned but not emphasized in our
earlier work of Bai & Stone (2013b), since its contribu-
tion is much smaller than that from wind-driven accre-
tion. With the Hall effect and aligned magnetic field,
however, magnetic braking already contributes a non-
negligible fraction of the angular momentum transport,
as read from Table 1, and this term alone is sufficient
to account for the typically observed accretion rates in
PPDs. On the other hand, for anti-aligned magnetic field
geometry, contribution from magnetic braking is com-
pletely negligible.
4.3.3. Wind-driven Accretion Flow
In our simulations, the wind stress Tzφ directly leads to
an inward accretion mass flux, while there is no mass flux
associated with radial angular momentum transport due
to the shearing-sheet formulation where radial gradients
are ignored. Here we focus on the wind-driven accretion
mass flux.
We see from the second row of Figure 2 that in all three
runs R1b5H(±, 0), the radial velocity transitions from
being positive in the wind zone, to negative somewhere
below the base of the wind, which corresponds to the ac-
cretion flow. Interestingly, the vertical distribution of the
accretion flow is different in the three runs: for Bz < 0,
the inflow region is located at larger vertical hight com-
pared with the Hall-free case, while for Bz > 0, the inflow
is located further toward disk interior. To characterize
the basic properties of such inward mass flux, we iden-
tify the maximum inflow velocity vin,max and the location
where it is achieved zin,max, and list their values in Table
1.
We note that the location of the inflow corresponds to
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TABLE 1
Fiducial Runs and Variations.
Run αMax M˙R,−8 T
zb
zφ
M˙V,−8 M˙w vin,max zin,max vBx zb zA
R1b5H+ 1.08× 10−3 0.89 1.53 × 10−4 6.27 2.81× 10−5 −0.023 2.48 −0.24 4.31 5.06
R1b5H0 1.23× 10−4 0.10 1.19 × 10−4 4.87 1.65× 10−5 −0.012 2.56 −1.0× 10−3 4.31 5.98
R1b5H– 5.25× 10−5 0.043 9.75 × 10−5 4.00 1.19× 10−5 −0.072 3.48 0.074 4.27 6.40
R1b5H+Full 4.48× 10−3 3.67 1.80 × 10−4 7.41 4.90× 10−5 – – ∼ 0 4.69 4.79
R1b5H0Full 2.20× 10−4 0.18 1.19 × 10−4 4.87 1.69× 10−5 −0.29 2.90 ∼ 0 4.39 5.92
R1b5H–Full 5.92× 10−5 0.043 9.66 × 10−5 3.96 1.21× 10−5 −0.099 3.44 0.073 4.27 6.40
M03-R1b5H+ 4.36× 10−3 1.07 5.12 × 10−4 6.30 9.30× 10−5 −0.024 1.94 −0.22 4.06 4.81
M03-R1b5H0 4.26× 10−4 0.10 3.93 × 10−4 4.84 5.34× 10−5 −0.011 2.06 −7.5× 10−4 4.06 5.81
M03-R1b5H– 1.90× 10−4 0.047 3.23 × 10−4 3.97 3.86× 10−5 −0.073 3.15 0.067 4.02 6.27
M3-R1b5H+ 3.11× 10−4 0.77 5.10 × 10−5 6.27 9.48× 10−6 −0.022 2.90 −0.25 4.52 5.23
M3-R1b5H0 4.12× 10−5 0.10 3.95 × 10−5 4.86 5.65× 10−6 −0.012 2.98 −1.1× 10−3 4.56 6.10
M3-R1b5H– 1.80× 10−5 0.044 3.27 × 10−5 4.02 4.04× 10−6 −0.071 3.73 0.080 4.52 6.56
nogr-R1b5H+ 1.05× 10−2 8.62 2.42 × 10−4 9.94 4.63× 10−5 −2.1× 10−3 1.19 −0.28 4.06 4.98
nogr-R1b5H+Full 1.40× 10−2 8.62 2.42 × 10−4 9.94 4.63× 10−5 −2.1× 10−3 1.19 −0.28 4.06 4.98
nogr-R1b5H0 2.23× 10−4 0.18 1.29 × 10−4 5.29 1.91× 10−5 −7.9× 10−3 2.31 6.8× 10−4 4.40 5.81
nogr-R1b5H– 7.67× 10−5 0.063 1.11 × 10−4 4.57 1.47× 10−5 −0.048 3.27 0.022 4.27 6.10
X29-R1b5H+ 4.90× 10−4 0.40 1.46 × 10−4 6.02 2.58× 10−5 −0.022 2.81 −0.44 4.10 5.02
X29-R1b5H0 1.28× 10−4 0.11 1.15 × 10−4 4.72 1.57× 10−5 −0.012 2.69 0.019 4.31 6.02
X31-R1b5H+ 1.84× 10−3 1.51 2.43 × 10−4 9.97 3.19× 10−5 −0.026 2.27 −0.075 3.73 5.31
X31-R1b5H0 1.73× 10−4 0.15 1.55 × 10−4 6.35 2.01× 10−5 −0.014 2.40 −4.6× 10−4 3.94 5.77
X31-R1b5H–∗ 7.16× 10−5 0.059 1.18 × 10−4 4.85 1.52× 10−5 −0.14 3.31 −1.3× 10−3 4.10 6.02
See Section 3.2 for description of simulation runs and naming conventions. The last run (with ∗) is eventually unstable, where values are
taken before the instability takes over. The results are mainly discussed in Section 5.1.
List of physical quantities in the Table are, αMax: Shakura-Sunyaev α due to Maxwell stress (magnetic braking); M˙R,−8: accretion rate
due to radial transport of angular momentum (10−8M⊙ yr−1); T
zb
zφ
: the wind stress (natural unit); M˙V,−8: wind-driven accretion rate
(10−8M⊙ yr−1); M˙w: single-sided mass outflow rate (ρ0cs), vin,max: maximum inflow velocity (cs); zin,max: location at the maximum
inflow velocity (H), vBx: radial drift velocity of vertical magnetic flux; zb: location of the base of the wind; zA: location of the Alfve´n
point.
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Fig. 5.— The vertical profile of the Maxwell stress TMax
Rφ
for
our three fiducial simulations R1b5H− (blue), R1b5H0 (black)
and R1b5H+ (red). The red dashed line corresponds to run
R1b5H+Full. Note that in all cases the sign of TMax
Rφ
is positive
except the left part of the blue curve. The vertical dashed line
marks the location of zb, the base of the wind.
where the wind stress Tzφ is exerted to the disk. The ver-
tical gradient of Tzφ (or effectively By) is directly related
to the torque per unit length received by the gas hence
the rate of the gas inflow. When Bz > 0, the horizontal
magnetic field is amplified toward disk interior, therefore,
the inflow region is located closer to the disk midplane.
This can be effectively interpreted as that Bz > 0 allows
the magnetic field to be coupled with the gas deeper to-
ward the midplane. The opposite applies for the Bz < 0
case.
4.3.4. Disk Outflow
The outflow mass loss rate in the disk wind is not well
characterized in shearing-box simulations. It decreases
with increasing the vertical box size, as studied and dis-
cussed extensively in Fromang et al. (2013) for the MRI
turbulence case and Bai & Stone (2013b) for the laminar
wind case. Here, we are not concerned with the absolute
mass loss rate, but focus on the relative dependence of
the mass outflow rate on physical parameters such as
magnetic polarity (this subsection), β0, and disk radius
(Section 5), where shearing-box may provide more reli-
able results.
The measured mass loss rates ρvz from our simula-
tions are listed in Table 1.8 We see that when Bz > 0
(Bz < 0), the wind mass loss rate is higher (lower) com-
pared with the Hall-free case, consistent with the wind
being stronger (weaker) discussed earlier. The increase
(reduction) in the outflow mass flux is mainly due to
the higher (lower) gas density at z = zb, as a result
of stronger (weaker) magnetic pressure support. The
change in the mass outflow rate is accompanied by the
change in the location of the Alfve´n point, zA. It is de-
8 Note that the values reported correspond to single-sided mass
loss rate, while the Tables in Bai & Stone (2013b) and Bai (2013)
quote the mass loss rates from both sides of the disk.
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TABLE 2
List of simulations for extended parameter study.
Run αMax M˙R,−8 T
zb
zφ
M˙V,−8 M˙w vin,max zin,max vBx zb zA
R03b5H+ 2.71× 10−4 0.41 1.00 × 10−4 10.1 9.89× 10−6 −0.072 3.27 −0.36 4.06 6.19
R03b5H0 6.86× 10−5 0.10 7.20 × 10−5 7.28 6.90× 10−6 −4.9× 10−2 3.19 −1.0× 10−3 4.23 7.06
R03b5H- 3.26× 10−5 0.049 5.52 × 10−5 5.58 5.49× 10−6 −0.12 3.69 0.17 4.44 7.48
R03b6H+ 1.29× 10−4 0.19 1.94 × 10−5 1.96 4.15× 10−6 −0.015 3.15 −0.19 4.69 5.23
R03b6H0 1.39× 10−5 0.021 1.48 × 10−5 1.49 2.33× 10−6 −1.3× 10−2 3.35 −1.7× 10−3 4.69 5.98
R1b4H+ 1.81× 10−3 1.49 7.37 × 10−4 30.2 6.11× 10−5 −0.096 2.69 −0.40 3.60 6.60
R1b4H0 6.13× 10−4 0.50 5.51 × 10−4 22.6 4.64× 10−5 −0.047 2.44 −3.6× 10−3 3.81 7.40
R1b4H– 3.03× 10−4 0.25 4.39 × 10−4 18.0 3.90× 10−5 −0.13 3.02 0.20 3.98 7.77
R1b5H+ 1.08× 10−3 0.89 1.53 × 10−4 6.27 2.81× 10−5 −0.023 2.48 −0.24 4.31 5.06
R1b5H0 1.23× 10−4 0.10 1.19 × 10−4 4.87 1.65× 10−5 −0.012 2.56 −1.0× 10−3 4.31 5.98
R1b5H– 5.25× 10−5 0.043 9.75 × 10−5 4.00 1.19× 10−5 −0.072 3.48 0.074 4.27 6.40
R1b6H+ 3.32× 10−4 0.27 3.97 × 10−5 1.63 1.06× 10−5 −4.4× 10−3 2.40 −0.12 4.19 4.64
R1b6H0 1.77× 10−5 0.015 2.57 × 10−5 1.05 4.81× 10−6 −3.1× 10−3 2.73 −7.4× 10−4 4.40 5.44
R3b4H+ 1.29× 10−2 6.11 1.15 × 10−3 20.7 1.77× 10−4 −1.6× 10−2 1.52 −0.27 3.98 4.94
R3b4H0 1.07× 10−3 0.51 9.00 × 10−4 16.2 1.07× 10−4 −8.7× 10−3 1.73 −2.1× 10−4 3.94 6.15
R3b4H– 5.73× 10−4 0.27 7.98 × 10−4 14.3 8.68× 10−5 −0.052 2.64 0.11 3.90 6.52
R3b5H+ 4.79× 10−3 2.27 2.89 × 10−4 5.21 6.79× 10−5 −1.8× 10−3 1.40 −0.093 3.85 4.39
R3b5H0 1.66× 10−4 0.078 2.04 × 10−4 3.67 3.41× 10−5 −2.5× 10−3 1.85 −1.1× 10−4 4.02 5.27
R3b6H+ 1.23× 10−3 0.58 7.76 × 10−5 1.40 2.39× 10−5 −4.5× 10−4 1.44 −0.058 3.85 4.19
R5b4H+ 2.06× 10−2 7.54 1.52 × 10−3 18.6 2.68× 10−4 −0.017 0.23 −0.099 3.81 4.56
R5b4H0 1.28× 10−3 0.47 1.17 × 10−3 14.4 1.55× 10−4 −4.0× 10−3 0.0 −1.1× 10−4 3.81 5.64
R5b4H– 6.89× 10−4 0.25 1.02 × 10−3 12.5 1.22× 10−4 −0.029 2.40 0.073 3.77 6.02
R5b5H+ 6.29× 10−3 2.31 3.95 × 10−4 4.84 1.02× 10−4 −5.0× 10−3 0.10 −0.046 3.69 4.14
R5b5H0 1.86× 10−4 0.068 2.54 × 10−4 3.11 4.50× 10−5 −6.9× 10−4 1.52 −7.2× 10−5 3.90 5.06
R5b6H+ 2.13× 10−3 0.78 9.00 × 10−5 1.10 3.86× 10−5 −1.3× 10−3 0.0 −0.043 4.64 3.94
R8b4H+ 1.23× 10−2 3.57 1.81 × 10−3 15.6 3.12× 10−4 −0.028 0.10 −6.5× 10−3 3.73 4.73
R8b4H0 1.84× 10−3 0.53 1.52 × 10−3 13.1 2.20× 10−4 −1.1× 10−2 0.0 0 3.65 5.27
R8b5H+ 3.65× 10−3 1.06 4.92 × 10−4 4.24 1.13× 10−4 −7.6× 10−3 0.06 −3.8× 10−3 3.56 4.27
R8b6H+ 1.16× 10−3 0.34 1.37 × 10−4 1.18 3.74× 10−5 −1.9× 10−3 0.0 −3.7× 10−3 3.52 4.10
R15b4H+ 6.72× 10−3 1.42 2.30 × 10−3 12.4 4.01× 10−4 −0.027 0.06 −1.6× 10−3 3.52 4.73
Same as Table 1, and see Section 3.2 for description of simulation runs and naming conventions. Results are mainly discussed in Section
5.3-5.4.
fined as the location where vertical velocity equals to the
vertical Alfve´n velocity vz(zA)
2 = B2z/4piρ(zA). As dis-
cussed in Bai & Stone (2013b), larger outflow rate makes
the Alfve´nic point lower, and vice versa (see their Section
4.5).
4.3.5. Magnetic Flux Transport
Poloidal magnetic flux can drift radially in the disk at
velocity vBx in the presence of toroidal electric field Ey
vBx = −Ey
Bz
, (21)
where E is given in Equation (6). The steady state con-
dition further requires Ey to be constant with height so
that magnetic flux drifts uniformly across the disk, giv-
ing a single value of vBx. Positive or negative vBx would
lead to expulsion or accumulation of magnetic flux.
In Table 1, we show the value of vBx measured from
our simulations. We see that without the Hall term, the
value of vBx is very close to zero in run R1b5H0, as
found earlier in Bai & Stone (2013b). Including the Hall
term, vBx deviates substantially from 0, and is negative
(positive) when Bz > 0 (Bz < 0). This means that
poloidal magnetic flux is transported inward (outward)
at large velocities (5% − 15%cs), much faster than the
velocity of the accretion flow.
In reality, the value of vBx should be determined by
global conditions and can not be controlled in our local
simulations. Therefore, we may expect that the realistic
value of vBx should be much closer to zero than what we
obtain here. The general properties of the wind solution
have been found to depend weakly on the exact value of
vBx (Wardle & Koenigl 1993). Moreover, the measured
values of vBx are still much less than the sound speed,
hence we do not expect the properties of the supersonic
wind to be strongly affected. Overall, the values of vBx
listed in Table 1 should mainly be taken for reference
but not to be taken seriously for studying magnetic flux
transport.
4.3.6. Comparison with Full-disk Simulations
Finally, we compare our fiducial half-disk simulations
R1b5H∗ with enforced reflection symmetry with full-disk
simulations R1b5H∗Full. As discussed in Section 4.2, for
Bz < 0, the full-disk simulation yields almost exactly
the same wind solution as half-disk simulations. Ta-
ble 1 further confirms that major diagnostics between
runs R1b5H− and R1b5H−Full are almost identical. In
the Hall-free case, the wind diagnostics between runs
R1b5H0 and R1b5H0Full are also very close, with the
full-disk run producing higher αMax, consistent with the
results in Bai & Stone (2013b).
Below we focus on the comparison for the Bz > 0 case.
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The top panel of Figure 4 compares the magnetic field
profiles between the odd-z and even-z symmetry solu-
tions. With a full disk, we see that the horizontal mag-
netic fields Bx and By get amplified and maintain its
strength across the midplane, instead of being forced to
damp to zero within z = ±2H in the half-disk run. As
a result, large TMaxRφ extends to the midplane, leading
to stronger magnetic braking. Reading from Table 1, we
see that αMax in run R1b5H+Full is about 4 times higher
than in run R1b5H+.
We also notice that at the disk surface, the odd-z and
even-z symmetry solutions do not overlap. This is dif-
ferent from the Hall-free case, where they match each
other at the disk surface (Bai & Stone 2013b). The rea-
son is that odd-z symmetry solution (in the full-disk run)
requires Ey = 0 by construction, thus vBx = 0; while
we have seen the even-z symmetry solutions from the
half-disk runs have non-zero vBx. Therefore, the odd-
z symmetry solutions we have obtained are not even-z
symmetry solutions with flipped horizontal field. Major
wind diagnostics listed in Table 1 show that both T zbzφ
and M˙w are larger in full-disk simulations by about 20%
and 75% respectively.
5. SIMULATION RESULTS: PARAMETER STUDY OF THE
WIND SOLUTIONS
In this section, we consider much wider range of pa-
rameters and discuss how they affect the properties of
the new disk wind solutions. We first consider varia-
tions to our fiducial solution at 1AU with β0 = 10
5 in
Section 5.1, with the list of runs and results shown in
Table 1. We then vary the radial location and vertical
field strength and discuss the results in Sections 5.2 to
5.4, with the list of runs provided in Table 2. Note that
when varying RAU, the ionization profile changes which
changes the absolute strength of all non-ideal MHD terms
simultaneously, meanwhile, changes in gas density alters
the relative importance among the three non-ideal MHD
effects, as can be inferred from Equation (7). Corre-
spondingly, Ohmic resistivity becomes progressively less
important toward large radii, where AD becomes pro-
gressively more prevailing.
5.1. Variations to Fiducial Runs
5.1.1. Disk Surface Density
We first vary the disk surface density by a factor of
3 and 0.3 (labeled by “M3” and “M03”). Accordingly,
we have also varied the strength of the net vertical mag-
netic field so that the physical value of the field strength
remains the same (hence β0 = 3 × 105 and 3 × 104 re-
spectively). Looking from Table 1 we see that the wind-
driven accretion rate M˙V almost remain identical as in
the fiducial run under these variations, for both Bz > 0
and Bz < 0. Similarly, the measured wind mass loss rate
M˙w also remain approximately unchanged when convert-
ing from numerical to physical units (×0.3 for M03 runs
and ×3 for M3 runs). The results are consistent with the
Hall-free case studied in Bai & Stone (2013b), indicating
that the strength of the wind is solely determined by the
physical strength of the magnetic field. Also from Table
1, accretion rate driven by magnetic braking is more or
less unaffected by the variation of disk surface density.
5.1.2. Grain Abundance
We next consider a run using grain-free chemistry la-
beled by “nogr”. We find that the strength of the disk
wind, characterized by TMaxzφ and M˙w, is stronger than
the fiducial case for both Bz > 0 and Bz < 0 cases, al-
though the enhancement is only modest, which is again
consistent with findings in Bai & Stone (2013b) for the
Hall-free case. However, in the case of Bz > 0, the en-
hancement of αMax (magnetic braking) is substantial. In
Figure 6, we show the corresponding Elsasser number,
magnetic field and stress profiles for run nogr-R1b5H+.
We see that the midplane value of Am increases by
∼ 3 orders of magnitude compared with the fiducial run
R1bb5H+, reflecting the increase in midplane ionization
fraction. The reduced magnetic diffusivity toward the
disk midplane makes magnetic field amplification dis-
cussed in Section 4.1 extend to much deeper regions than
the fiducial case. We see that it was not until very close
to the midplane that the horizontal field starts to drop
to zero by enforced symmetry. The deeper penetration
with continued amplification that acts to both |Bx| and
|By|, which leads to much stronger Maxwell stress, giving
αMax about 10 times larger than the fiducial case.
We can compare our grain-free simulation results with
the results of Lesur et al. (2014). They conducted full-
disk simulations with an analytical prescription of grain-
free chemistry. They obtained αMax ∼ 0.05, compared
with αMax ∼ 0.01 in our case. For fair comparison, we
further performed a grain-free run with full disk, obtain-
ing αmax ≈ 1.4×10−2. This is very close to our half-disk
simulation result magnetic field amplification proceeds
to the midplane in both cases. This value is a factor of
∼ 3 smaller than their result mainly because our grain-
free chemistry calculation is based on a complex chemical
reaction network that yields smaller ionization fraction
than their analytical formula (checking the midplane Am
value indicates a factor of ∼ 3 difference). Lesur et al.
(2014) also reported that the midplane magnetic field is
amplified to equipartition level and strongly affects the
disk hydrostatic equilibrium. In our full-disk grain-free
simulation, we find the total β ∼ 10 at disk midplane
and drops below 1 at |z| & 2H (to affect hydrostatic
structure). This is again because of the lower ionization
fraction from our grain-free chemistry.
5.1.3. Ionization rate
Finally, we vary the X-ray luminosity to LX = 10
29
and 1031 ergs s−1 to study the role of X-ray ionization
on wind properties. The range of variation reflects the
observed scatters of X-ray luminosities in young stars
(Preibisch et al. 2005), and may also account for the fact
that X-ray luminosities in young stars are highly variable
(Wolk et al. 2005). We find that reducing the X-ray lu-
minosity only modifies the properties of the wind slightly,
which is mainly because the wind is launched from the
surface layer dominated by FUV ionization. On the other
hand, increasing the X-ray luminosity leads to modest in-
crease of the wind strength by allowing the wind to be
launched from deeper regions (due to enhanced ioniza-
tion, see the values of zb in Table 1).
Most interestingly, we find that the wind solution be-
comes unstable in the Bz < 0 case with enhanced X-ray
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Fig. 6.— The vertical profiles of the Elsasser numbers (left), the three magnetic field components (middle) and the Rφ components of
Maxwell and Reynolds stress (right) from our grain-free run nogr-R1b5H+ (solid). In the middle and right panels, we also show in dashed
lines the corresponding profiles from our fiducial run R1b5H+ (with grains) for comparison. The vertical dash-dotted line indicate the
location of the wind base for run nogr-R1b5H+.
Fig. 7.— Time evolution of the magnetic field profile Bx (upper
panels) and By (lower panels) around the time the Hall effect is
turned on at t = 480Ω−1, for our run X31-R1b5H–, which shows
periodic flips of horizontal fields.
ionization9. In Figure 7 we show the time evolution of the
horizontal magnetic field in our run X31-R1b5H−. After
turning on the Hall term at t = 480Ω−1, system quickly
relaxes to a new configuration, but then becomes unsta-
ble and the horizontal field flips in less than 10 orbits.
This flip phenomenon repeats itself quasi-periodically.
The cause of the flip, as well as the consequences, will be
discussed in the next subsection in combination with a
wider range of runs. Despite being unstable, the bulk of
the configuration still consists of a disk wind. The values
shown in Table 1 for this run are obtained by measuring
the wind properties from t = 498− 510, and we see from
all major diagnostics that the strength of the wind is also
modestly enhanced compared with the Hall-free case.
5.2. Parameter Space of Stable Wind Solutions
We then perform a series of quasi-1D simulations with
different β0 and at different disk radii. We find some
of the quasi-1D runs never relax to a steady state. In-
stead, they show similar behaviors as our run X31-R0b5−
with the large-scale horizontal field changing sign quasi-
9 For LX = 10
29 with Bz < 0, we find similar unstable behavior
for more subtle reasons.
periodically. Whenever this happens, steady state wind
solution is unlikely possible, and we do not include these
runs in Table 2.
In Figure 8 we show the stability map for all the quasi-
1D simulations we performed in the parameter explo-
ration of RAU and β0. Compared with the Hall-free situ-
ation of Bai (2013) (see his Figure 7), it is clear that when
Bz > 0, the parameter space for stable wind solutions
is considerably enlarged: stable solutions can be found
with weaker vertical field and outer disk radii; while if
Bz < 0, the parameter space for stability is largely re-
duced: stable solutions can only be found with stronger
vertical field and at smaller disk radii.
The onset of the instability in the unstable runs is due
to the MRI, and the observed stability trend can be read-
ily understood from the Hall-MRI linear dispersion rela-
tion.
As discussed in Section 2.4, the main reason for the
existence of stable (Hall-free) wind solutions is that
the MRI unstable modes under the given vertical field
strength become too long to fit into the disk. The main
role played by the Hall effect is that, for Bz > 0, the
unstable MRI modes shift to smaller kzvAz, or longer
wavelength at fixed vertical field (Wardle 1999, and see
Figure 12 in the Appendix). Therefore, to make the sys-
tem unstable, further weaker vertical field (smaller vAz)
is required. This explains why the parameter space for
stability is enlarged when Bz > 0.
For Bz < 0 (or χ < 0), unstable MRI modes exist
only when |χ| > 1/2. Without dissipation, the unsta-
ble modes essentially extends to infinitely small scales
for 1/2 < |χ| < 5/4 (Wardle 1999). With dissipation,
mostly ambipolar diffusion, the unstable modes cutoff at
finite wavelength, yet still extend to scales smaller than
the Hall-free case. This can again be seen from Figure
12 in the Appendix10. Since |χ| transitions from ≪ 1
to ≫ 1 from midplane to surface, it always falls in this
range at certain height. At this location, the unstable
MRI modes extend to shorter wavelength for fixed verti-
cal field, making it more susceptible to the MRI. Indeed,
10 Since the MRI dispersion relation in the presence of pure
vertical field is identical for the case with Ohmic resistivity and
AD (Wardle 1999), one can simply replace Λ by Am in that figure
to see the trend.
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Fig. 8.— Parameter space in RAU and β0 (see Equation 11)
where stable wind solutions can be found. Upper and lower panels
are for Bz > 0 and Bz < 0 cases respectively. Stable regions are
marked with blue squares. Regions where no stable wind solution
can be found are marked by red circles. The two dashed lines
indicate the desired β0 as a function of radius for the wind-driven
accretion rate to be 10−8 and 10−7M⊙ yr−1, based on the fitting
formulas (23) and (25) in Section 5.4.
when checking with Figure 7 as well as many other unsta-
ble runs, we find that regions that first lead to instability
(at z ∼ 3− 3.5 in Figure 7) are typically associated with
|χ| transition through order unity.
The above discussions are also consistent with
the analysis of the MRI linear modes presented by
Wardle & Salmeron (2012).
Connecting to the discussions at the end of the previ-
ous subsection (5.1), we note that the range of stability
can depend on other parameters such as grain abundance
and X-ray ionization. It is conceivable that, for example,
with enhanced X-ray ionization and reduced grain abun-
dance, the range of radii where the laminar wind solution
holds would shrink, at least in the case of Bz < 0.
5.3. Solutions toward Outer Radii
Toward outer disk radii, external ionization penetrates
deeper into the disk midplane. Together with reduced
gas density, this leads to rapid increase of the ionization
fraction, making the disk midplane region better coupled
to magnetic field. Two consequences result. First, the
wind is launched from a lower height compared with our
fiducial runs, leading to higher mass outflow rate and
wind stress (in code units). This has been discussed in
Bai (2013). Second, with the Hall effect, this makes mag-
netic field amplification more prominent in the Bz > 0
case.
In Figure 9, we show the profiles of the Elsasser num-
bers, the three magnetic field components, and the Rφ
stresses from our runs R5b5H0 and R5b5H+ (note that
run R5b5H− is MRI unstable). We see that in the Hall-
free case, the radial field Bx diminishes well before reach-
ing the midplane. With the Hall term, Bx continues to
increase toward the midplane until it catches up with the
toroidal field By before diminishing to zero at the mid-
plane enforced by symmetry. The strongly enhanced Bx
combined with By makes the Maxwell stress α
Max more
than 30 times larger than the Hall-free case. This ex-
ample is an exaggerated version of the 1AU fiducial runs
discussed in detail in Section 4.1. It is similar to the
grain-free run discussed in Section 5.1, and also other
wind solutions at comparable or larger radii listed in Ta-
ble 2 are qualitatively similar. We also note that at ra-
dius R ≥ 5 AU, the location of maximum inflow velocity
zin,max is either very close or exactly at the disk mid-
plane, indicating that entire disk is actively coupled to
the magnetic field.
Despite the stronger magnetic coupling in the midplane
region, the properties of the wind seem to be less affected,
as we see that to the right of the vertical dash-dotted line
in Figure 9, the magnetic profile, as well as the Maxwell
and Reynolds stresses behave in a way very similar to
the 1 AU case.
5.4. Angular Momentum Transport and Mass Outflow
In this subsection, we follow the approach of Bai (2013)
and study the dependence of the wind-driven accretion
rate on RAU and β0. Using all the data from Table 2, we
fit the wind mass loss rate M˙w and the wind stress T
zb
zφ
in the form of CRqAUβ
−b
0 , where C, q and b are constants.
For Bz > 0, there are a total of 15 data points, we find
M˙w
ρ0cs
≈ 2.67× 10−5
(
ΣMMSN
Σ
)(
R
AU
)0.72(
β0
105
)−0.42
,
(22)
T zbzφ
ρ0c2s
≈ 1.65× 10−4
(
ΣMMSN
Σ
)(
R
AU
)0.51(
β0
105
)−0.60
.
(23)
For Bz < 0, although there are only 5 data points, we
find a very tight fit
M˙w
ρ0cs
≈ 1.59× 10−5
(
ΣMMSN
Σ
)(
R
AU
)0.69(
β0
105
)−0.50
,
(24)
T zbzφ
ρ0c2s
≈ 9.96× 10−5
(
ΣMMSN
Σ
)(
R
AU
)0.51(
β0
105
)−0.65
.
(25)
In the above two formulas, uncertainties to all fitting co-
efficients are found to be less than 5%. The inclusion of
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surface density in these relations is based on the discus-
sions in Section 5.1.1.
Without the Hall term, the fitting results are very close
to Equations (9) and (10) of Bai (2013), thus we do not
repeat. Also note that we have quoted single-sided mass
loss rate while Bai (2013) used mass loss rate from both
sides.
In Figures 10, we show the values of the wind mass loss
rate and the wind stress from all runs in Table 2 together
with the above formulas. We see that these formulas
generally fit the data very well. The power law indices of
the scaling relations are similar indicating similar wind
physics. We have also checked the scalability of αMax and
find that while it has the trend to monotonically increase
with increasing magnetic flux, the dependence on RAU is
not monotonic.
Interpretation of these fitting formula follows from the
discussions in Section 3.2 of Bai (2013). With proper
unit conversion, i.e., Equation (14), the wind stress T zbzφ
should provide reliable estimates of the wind-driven ac-
cretion rate. When applied to disks with surface density
Σ, one should interpret β0 as the ratio of the midplane
gas pressure of a MMSN disk to the magnetic pressure of
the net vertical field. The wind mass loss rate M˙w, on the
other hand, is not well determined in the shearing-box
framework (Fromang et al. 2013; Bai & Stone 2013b).
The normalization factors in the M˙w fitting formulas are
likely significant overestimated, while power-law indices
are probably more reliable, which at least sets the bench-
mark for shearing-box simulations.
Using these fitting formulas and Equation (14) assum-
ing MMSN disk, we further show in Figure 8 in dash-
dotted lines the desired value of β0 as a function of RAU
for the disk to maintain wind-driven accretion rate of
10−8 and 10−7M⊙ yr−1. We see that given the typical
accretion rate of 10−8 − 10−7M⊙ yr−1, stable wind so-
lutions for disks with Bz > 0 extend up to ∼ 15 AU,
while for disks with Bz < 0, stable solutions exist only
up to 3-5 AU. Reducing the accretion rate would lead to
reduced radial range of stability.
Based on the fact that wind-driven accretion rate de-
pends only on the physical strength of the net vertical
field Bz, we can further write down the wind-driven ac-
cretion rate in terms of the physical field strength
M˙V = 0.82× 10−8M⊙ yr−1R1.71AU
(
Bz
10mG
)1.2
(26)
for Bz > 0, and
M˙V = 0.42× 10−8M⊙ yr−1R1.87AU
(
Bz
10mG
)1.3
(27)
for Bz < 0. These expressions can be considered as disk-
model independent, as long as a stable laminar-wind so-
lution exists. The only MMSN scaling comes from the
temperature profile, which is reasonable for irradiated
disks.
The above formulas are to be compared with the Hall-
free formula based on the results of Bai (2013) 11
M˙V = 0.47× 10−8M⊙ yr−1R1.90AU
(
Bz
10mG
)1.32
. (28)
These formulas again capsulate the role of the Hall term
on the properties of the laminar wind solutions. With
similar scalings, they reveal the enhancement and reduc-
tion on the strength of disk wind introduced by the Hall
term when Bz > 0 or Bz < 0.
Our results indicate that 10−100mG net vertical mag-
netic field is necessary to achieve wind-driven accretion
rate of 10−8 − 10−7M⊙ yr−1 at 1 AU. Stronger field is
required for the Bz < 0 case and weaker field for Bz > 0.
For steady-state accretion, the radial profile of Bz should
satisfy Bz ∝ R−1.43 for both magnetic polarities, corre-
sponding to magnetic flux distribution of Φ(R) ∝ R0.57,
where Φ(R) denotes the total magnetic flux contained
within radius R.
6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
6.1. Summary
In this work, we have successfully implemented the
Hall term in the ATHENA MHD code, which enables us
to extend our previous study on the gas dynamics of pro-
toplanetary disks (PPDs) to include all three non-ideal
MHD effects in a self-consistent manner in local shearing-
box simulations. All our simulations include an external
vertical magnetic field Bz , which has been realized to be
essential (see discussions in Section 2.4). We focus on
the inner region of PPDs (up to ∼ 10 − 15 AU) in this
paper where the disk is expected to be largely laminar
with accretion driven by a magnetocentrifugal wind.
Our first important finding is that including the
Hall term, the conclusion from our previous work
(Bai & Stone 2013b; Bai 2013 where only Ohmic resistiv-
ity and ambipolar diffusion were included) that the inner
disk is largely laminar still holds, with accretion mainly
driven by a magnetocentrifugal wind. On the other hand,
the wind solution is further controlled by the Hall effect
in a way that depends on the polarity of the external
vertical field (sign of Bz), and we summarize as follows.
For external field being aligned with disk rotation
(Bz > 0), we find
• The horizontal magnetic field is strongly ampli-
fied compared with the Hall-free solutions due to
the Hall-shear instability, leading to stronger disk
wind and more efficient (vertical) angular momen-
tum transport by up to ∼ 50%.
• The enhanced horizontal magnetic field drives ra-
dial transport of angular momentum via large-scale
Maxwell stress (magnetic braking), which accounts
for a considerable fraction of the wind-driven accre-
tion rate.
• The parameter space where a stable laminar wind
solution can be found is extended. For typical ac-
cretion rates of 10−8− 10−7M⊙ yr−1, radial range
of stability extends to ∼ 10−15 AU before the MRI
sets in.
11 We regret the miscalculation in Equation (11) of Bai (2013).
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For external field being anti-aligned with disk rotation
(Bz < 0), we find
• The horizontal magnetic field is reduced compared
with the Hall-free solutions, leading to weaker disk
wind and less efficient (vertical) angular momen-
tum transport by ∼ 20%.
• Radial transport of angular momentum by mag-
netic braking is negligible.
• The parameter space for a stable laminar wind so-
lution is substantially reduced. For typical accre-
tion rates of 10−8 − 10−7M⊙ yr−1, radial range
of stability extends only to ∼ 3 − 5 AU before the
MRI sets in.
For our fiducial simulation parameters (1AU with β0 =
105), we explored the dependence of the wind solu-
tions on the disk surface density, X-ray ionization rate
and grain abundance. Our results indicate that the
wind properties are largely determined by the physical
strength of the vertical magnetic field. They are inde-
pendent of the disk surface density and weakly dependent
on the ionization structure (e.g., grain abundance, ion-
ization rate). On the other hand, the efficiency of mag-
netic braking strongly depends on the diffusivity profiles,
and grain-free chemistry yields much higher αMax than
calculations with grains.
Using the MMSN disk model, and using standard pre-
scriptions of ionization and chemistry, we further ex-
plored the dependence of the wind properties on disk
radii and the strength of the vertical magnetic field. The
results are best summarized in the fitting formulas (22)
to (25). We also provide disk model independent formu-
las for the wind-driven accretion rate in Equations (26)
and (27). Our results indicate that 10− 100mG net ver-
tical magnetic field at 1 AU is required to account for
the typical PPD accretion rates. At fixed accretion rate,
stronger (by a factor of ∼ 2) net field is needed in the
Bz < 0 case.
Most of our simulations cover half of the disk with
enforced reflection boundary condition at the disk mid-
plane to guarantee that the wind solutions obey the even-
z symmetry (horizontal magnetic field changes sign at
midplane). We find that in the Bz < 0 case, these solu-
tions can always be realized when using a full disk thanks
to the Hall effect, which reduces horizontal field strength
toward the disk midplane. When Bz > 0, however, we
are currently unable to achieve the even-z wind solutions
in full-disk simulations at 1 AU. The system tends to end
up at the odd-z symmetry solution where the outflow ge-
ometry is unphysical for a disk wind. This solution gives
stronger magnetic braking by a factor of up to a few
since horizontal magnetic field is amplified throughout
the midplane instead of passing through zero. While it
is unclear which solution the nature picks due to limita-
tions of the shearing-box framework, we do find that the
even-z symmetry wind solution can be realized at slightly
larger disk radii (∼ 3 − 5 AU), which we will discuss in
our companion paper. Finally, the even-z wind solutions
obtained via simulations tend to have large radial drift
velocities of magnetic flux, which is likely affected by ver-
tical boundary conditions. Global simulations are essen-
tial to resolve the symmetry issues and to yield realistic
rate of magnetic flux transport.
6.2. Discussions
Our work strengthens the notion that the evolution
of PPDs is largely governed by the distribution and
transport of external poloidal magnetic flux, as sug-
gested in our previous works (Bai & Stone 2013b; Bai
2013). Such large-scale field is expected as a natural
consequence of star formation: molecular clouds and
star-forming cores are all strongly magnetized (e.g., see
Crutcher 2012 for a review). Recent dust polarization
observations further reveal the presence of large-scale
field threading protostellar cores. The large-scale fields
appear to be randomly oriented with respect to the di-
rection of protostellar outflows (Hull et al. 2014), while
there is also evidence of preferential alignment for more
isolated sources with projection effects taken into ac-
count (Chapman et al. 2013). Considering the Hall ef-
fect, the bifurcation of disk wind properties with different
polarities of the external magnetic field further suggests
that PPDs may evolve differently with different initial
magnetic field polarities, and systems with B · Ω > 0
may achieve higher accretion rate, or retain less mag-
netic flux (in a self-organized way to avoid accreting to
fast) compared with systems with B ·Ω < 0.
On the other hand, the desired level of magnetic flux
threading PPDs (at least in the Class II phase) is tiny
compared with the amount of magnetic flux threading
star-forming cores. Consequently, the process of star for-
mation must also be accompanied by the removal of mag-
netic flux, which is another major problem in the theory
of star formation. It appears that substantial magnetic
flux must be removed in order to form the PPD itself to
avoid the “magnetic braking catastrophe” (Mellon & Li
2008), which may be achieved via misaligned magnetic
field (Hennebelle & Ciardi 2009; Joos et al. 2012), exter-
nal turbulence (Santos-Lima et al. 2012; Seifried et al.
2012) or non-ideal MHD effects (Li et al. 2011;
Krasnopolsky et al. 2011; Tomida et al. 2013). After
disk formation, the transport of magnetic flux must be
achieved within the disk itself, yet the problem is in-
trinsically global, and must depend on the overall mag-
netic field geometry and internal dissipation in the disk
(e.g. Lubow et al. 1994). Recently, there have been
several semi-analytical works to study magnetic flux
transport in thin accretion disks which have revealed
complex dependence on the internal disk microphysics
(e.g., Guilet & Ogilvie 2012, 2013; Okuzumi et al. 2013;
Takeuchi & Okuzumi 2013). Nevertheless, a still missing
important ingredient is the launching of magnetic out-
flow, and it appears that global simulations of PPDs with
resolved disk microphysics and sufficiently large vertical
domain to accommodate disk outflow is essential toward
a better understanding.
While our results suggest the inner region of PPDs is
largely laminar in terms of magnetic activities, it does
not exclude the possibility for pure hydrodynamic mech-
anisms to generate turbulence. In fact, some level of
turbulence is probably needed to keep at least some
small dust suspended in the disk so as to explain the
scattered starlight as well as the near infrared spec-
tral energy distribution (e.g., Stapelfeldt et al. 2003;
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D’Alessio et al. 2006). Promising candidates of hydrody-
namic turbulence may include the Goldreich-Schubert-
Fricke instability (Urpin 2003; Nelson et al. 2013), the
critical layer instability (Marcus et al. 2013) and the
convective overstability and baroclinic vortex amplifi-
cation (Petersen et al. 2007; Lesur & Papaloizou 2010;
Raettig et al. 2013; Klahr & Hubbard 2014; Lyra 2014).
We note that the survival of these instabilities requires
the suppression of MRI (e.g., Lyra & Klahr 2011), hence
the inner disk is a very promising location for them to
operate, provided that appropriate thermodynamic con-
ditions are met.
A largely laminar inner disk is favorable for many pro-
cesses of planet formation, including grain growth, plan-
etesimal formation and further growth toward planetary
embryos, which were discussed in Bai & Stone (2013b).
A largely-laminar disk may further alleviate the problem
of type-I migration by allowing low-mass planets/cores to
open gaps (Goodman & Rafikov 2001; Dong et al. 2011),
which may substantially reduce the rate of inward migra-
tion. The polarity dependence of wind properties and the
MRI stability threshold might also indicate that planet
formation and retention are dependent on the polarity of
the initial large-scale field, although the details need to
be filled up.
While our simulations have captured the most essential
non-ideal MHD physics in the inner region of PPDs, there
are still several unresolved problems due to limitations
of the shearing-box framework. Important issues include
the large-scale kinematics of the wind launched from the
disk, wind geometry and symmetry, and the direction of
magnetic flux transport. The next step forward would
be to address these issues with global simulations, which
are planned as our future work. In the companion paper,
we again take the advantage of the shearing-box for its
resolving power of disk microphysics and study the Hall-
controlled gas dynamics in the outer PPDs.
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APPENDIX
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HALL TERM IN THE ATHENA MHD CODE
The non-dissipative nature of the Hall term makes its implementation not as straightforward as Ohmic resistivity
and ambipolar diffusion. It is well known that first and second order explicit schemes are unconditionally unstable
(Falle 2003; Kunz & Lesur 2013). Here we consider the alternative scheme suggested by O’Sullivan & Downes (2006,
2007), who showed that dimensionally split method makes a stable Hall-MHD algorithm.
For simplicity, we consider the one-dimensional algorithm. We assume the background magnetic field B0 is along
the x-axis. Due to the Hall term, the magnetic fields evolve as
∂By
∂t
= QHB0
∂2
∂x2
Bz ,
∂Bz
∂t
= −QHB0 ∂
2
∂x2
By ,
(A1)
where QH = ηH/B0 is the coefficient for the Hall term. To update the magnetic field from step (n) to (n + 1), we
first update B
(n)
y to B
(n+1)
y using B
(n)
z , and then update B
(n)
z to B
(n+1)
z using B
(n+1)
y . To show that this method
is numerically stable, we perform von-Neumann analysis and decompose magnetic perturbations into Fourier modes.
Picking up an arbitrary mode, and assuming By = A2 exp(iωt) exp(−ikx) and Bz = A3 exp(iωt) exp(−ikx), we obtain
A2[exp(iω∆t)− 1] = A3DH [2 cos(k∆x)− 2] ,
A3[exp(iω∆t)− 1] = −A2 exp(iω∆t)DH [2 cos(k∆x)− 2] , (A2)
where ∆x and ∆t represent grid spacing and timestep, and DH ≡ QHB0∆t/∆x2. Non-trivial solutions demand
A2 = ±iA3 exp(−iω∆t/2), and
sin
ω∆t
2
= ±2DH sin2 k∆x
2
. (A3)
We see that for any given k, ω is a real number provided that 2|DH | ≤ 1, hence the amplitude of the wave is preserved
without damping or amplification. The stability constraint is thus given by |DH | < 1/2, or
∆tHall,0 ≤ ∆x
2
2|ηH | . (A4)
Using this method, the Hall MHD term is implemented to ATHENA in a operator-split manner. Since ATHENA
uses the standard constrained transport (CT) to preserve the divergence free condition, the actual procedure in our
implementation follows the same spirit of dimensionally-split update, with the split acting on the Hall electric field
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E
H = QHJ ×B. We first calculate EHx using the original magnetic field. Using EHx alone, we update By and Bz for a
full timestep, from which we calculate EHy using the original Bx and updated By and Bz. Using E
H
y alone, we further
update Bx and Bz for a full timestep. Finally, using the updated field components, we evaluate E
H
z . The obtained
Hall electric fields are then combined with the electric fields from Ohmic and AD terms to update the magnetic fields
via CT.
With shearing-box, we also remap of Jy at radial (shearing-box) boundaries so that the line integral of Jy along the
azimuthal direction in the inner and outer radial boundaries are equal. This is necessary to avoid numerical instabilities
at radial boundaries, which we have found earlier in the case with the ambipolar diffusion term (Simon et al. 2013b),
as well as the Hall term in the context of plasma simulations (Kunz et al. 2014).
In multi-dimensions, the stability criterion becomes more stringent, and also depends on the details of the imple-
mentation, which is particularly complicated by the CT algorithm required in the ATHENA MHD code. Using the
test problems described in the next Appendix, the following stability criterion is found to be robust
∆tHall,1 ≤ ∆x
2
2d|ηH | , (A5)
where d = 1, 2, 3 represents the dimension of the problem. This is the analog of the stability criterion of a pure diffusion
problem (e.g., Ohmic resistivity ηO), where the timestep constraint is ∆t ≤ ∆x2/4dηO.
Finally, we discuss the timestepping in the presence of all three non-ideal MHD terms, which are all implemented in
an operator-split manner. The Ohmic and AD terms are parabolic in nature and can be treated jointly as magnetic
diffusion with total diffusivity ηtot = ηO + ηA, which gives the diffusion timestep constraint ∆tdiff < ∆x
2/4dηtot.
The small timestep constraint can be relaxed by applying the super-timestepping (STS) technique (Alexiades et al.
1996), where one employs multiple sub-steps of decreasing length within a super timestep. The initial length of the
sub-steps can be significantly larger than the stability constraint ∆tdiff , but it is later stabilized by progressively
small sub-step lengths. This technique has been shown to be very successful in accelerating the calculations with AD
(O’Sullivan & Downes 2006, 2007; Choi et al. 2009), and has been implemented and effectively used in our previous
works (Bai 2012; Simon et al. 2013b; Bai & Stone 2013b; Bai 2013; Simon et al. 2013a).
Due to the hyperbolic nature of the Hall term, the STS technique can not be used to accelerate the calculation.
However, we can still use STS to accelerate the calculation for Ohmic resistivity and AD terms. The overall MHD
timestep ∆tall is determined by the minimum of the normal MHD timestep ∆tMHD (given by the Courant-Friedrichs-
Lewy condition) and ∆tHall,1 (A5), and the diffusion timestep is given by ∆tdiff . However, we find that the in the
presence of strong diffusion, the Hall timestep can be relaxed towards the 1D criterion ∆tHall,0 (A4). Empirically, we
adopt the full MHD timestep to be
∆tall = MIN
{
∆tMHD,MIN
[
∆tHall,1 + (∆tHall,0 −∆tHall,1)ηtot
ηH
,∆tHall,0
]}
. (A6)
For Ohmic and AD terms, we use STS when ∆tdiff < ∆tall, with details the same as described in Appendix B.3.1 of
Bai (2012, PhD thesis), repeated in Appendix A of our later publication (Simon et al. 2013b).
We note that a different Hall algorithm was implemented by Lesur et al. (2014) following To´th et al. (2008) using a
whistler modified HLL Riemann solver. This Godunov approach makes the Hall-MHD algorithm very robust, although
the HLL solver itself is very diffusive. Our operator-split algorithm is more flexible and is combined with the more
accurate and much less diffusive HLLD solver. On the other hand, being a marginally stable algorithm, some level of
external dissipation is generally needed if the system becomes non-linear. Since the Hall effect is always accompanied
by strong Ohmic resistivity and/or AD in PPDs, our method is well suited for studying the gas dynamics in PPDs.
CODE TESTS
We describe two sensitive test problems to demonstrate the successful implementation of the Hall term in ATHENA,
where the first problem is reproduced from Appendix B.4.3 of Bai (2012, PhD thesis).
Circularly Polarized Aflve´n Wave Test
In the presence of the Hall effect, left and right polarized Alfve´n waves propagate at different velocities, which makes
it an excellent code test problem. Consider a uniform medium with density ρ0 and electron density ne, embedded in
a uniform magnetic field B0. For Alfve´n mode propagating along B0, the dispersion relation reads
ω2 − k2v2Az = ±ωk2
cB0
4pinee
, (B1)
where the plus (minus) sign corresponds to right (left) hand polarizations. The above dispersion relation can be
rewritten into a more intuitive form as
ω2 =
(
1± ω
ωH
)
k2v2A , (B2)
where ωH is the Hall frequency defined in Equation (9), and it has the clear meaning of being the cut-off frequency for
left-handed waves. The right handed wave is also known as whistler wave and has the asymptotic dispersion property
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Fig. 11.— The measured dispersion relation for circularly polarized Alfvv´en waves in 1D (left), 2D (middle) and 3D (right) grids. Upper
panels show the results for right handed (whistler) waves, where red circles mark the measured phase velocity vph = ω/k normalized by vA
at various wave numbers k (normalized by ωH/vA), and solid blue line indicated the theoretical relation. Lower panels are for left handed
waves, with red diamonds and blue dashed lines mark the measured and theoretical dispersion relations respectively. The green symbols
in the 1D plot show test results using a reduced resolution of 12 cells per wavelength.
of ω ∝ k2 (for ω ≫ ωH). Normalizing the wave number by x ≡ kvA/ωH = klH , the phase velocity is given by
vph
vA
=
√
x2 + 4± x
2
, (B3)
where again the plus/minus sign corresponds to right/left handed Alfve´n waves.
We test the linear dispersion relation (B3) by initializing the exact wave eigenvector in a periodic box in 1D, 2D
and 3D, with wave amplitude |δB| = 10−4|B|. In 1D, the wave is grid-aligned with wavelength of 1 resolved by 32
cells. In 2D and 3D tests, the wave vectors are not aligned with the grid, and we properly choose box sizes so that the
wavelength is also 1: In 2D, the box size is (
√
5,
√
5/2) resolved by 64× 32 cells and in 3D, the box size is (3, 1.5, 1.5)
resolved by 64 × 32 × 32 cells. In Figure 11, we show the measured dispersion relation for right (whistler) and left
handed Alfve´n waves and compare them with analytical relations. We see that the agreement is excellent in all cases.
In particular, we are able to resolve the whistler wave branch up to very large k. Benefited from the low level of
dissipation, the code can also well reproduce the dispersion relation for both waves at much lower resolution, 12 cells
per wavelength, as shown in an additional 1D test with green symbols.
Linear Growth Rate of the Magnetorotational Instability
The second problem aims at testing the coupling between the Hall term and rotation/shear in the context of shearing-
box simulations. The test problem is adopted from Sano & Stone (2002a), where we compare the numerical dispersion
relation of the MRI with predictions from linear theory. We set up a 3D unstratified shearing-box (cf. Section 2.2 but
ignore vertical gravity) threaded by a weak net vertical magnetic field B0 corresponding to plasma β0 = 800. For this
test problem, we include both Ohmic resistivity and the Hall term, and consider axisymmetric perturbations of the
form ∝ exp (ikz + σt). The linear dispersion then reads (Wardle 1999; Balbus & Terquem 2001)
σ4 +
2k2
Λ
σ3 + E2σ
2 +
2k2
Λ
(k2 + 1)σ + E0 = 0 , (B4)
where
E2 = 2k
2 + 1 +
k2
Λ2
+
k2
2χ
(
2k2
χ
− 3
)
, (B5)
E0 =
k4
Λ2
+ k2
(
k2 +
2k2
χ
− 3
)(
1 +
1
2χ
)
. (B6)
Here Λ and χ are the Ohmic and Hall Elsasser numbers defined in (8), based on the background net vertical field B0,
and k is normalized to Ω/vA. The Hall Elsasser number χ can be positive or negative when the vertical field B0 is
parallel or anti-parallel to rotation axis, while Λ is always positive. For pure Hall MRI, the linear dispersion relation
above has the property that unstable mode exists only when 1/χ > −2 (Wardle 1999), which we will test, though this
is not the case for more general perturbations (Balbus & Terquem 2001).
We adopt a very slim simulation box Lx × Ly × Lz=0.1H × 0.1H × 2H resolved by 4 × 4 × 256 cells, since we are
interested in the vertical wave numbers. Following Sano & Stone (2002a), we initialize the problem with uniform gas
density ρ = 1 and random velocity perturbations (white noise) on the order of δv = 10−6cs. We run the test simulations
with given Ohmic and Hall Elsasser numbers as input parameters for about 2.5 orbits. From the simulations we perform
Fourier analysis and evaluate the growth rate of vx for every single vertical mode kz from time 60Ω
−1 to 75Ω−1. In
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Fig. 12.— Linear dispersion relation of the MRI growth rate with Ohmic resistivity and the Hall effect. The growth rate σ is normalized
to the orbital frequency Ω−1, and is plotted as a function of kzvA/Ω.
Figure 12, we show the analytical growth rate versus numerical growth rate from our test simulations. Note that the
parameter X adopted in Sano & Stone (2002a) corresponds to 2/χ in our case. We have considered parameters with
χ = 0.5,∞ and −1, corresponding to X = 4, 0 and −2 in Sano & Stone (2002a). We see that the numerical dispersion
relation agrees very well with analytical results. Particularly, for χ = −1, MRI growth rate is well reproduced toward
very small wavelength due to the low level of intrinsic dissipation. This test demonstrates that our implementation of
the Hall term is well suited for conducting simulations in the shearing-box framework.
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